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I INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Gujarat was annexed to the Mughal Empire in 1572 under the reign of 
Akbar. It was one of the most flourishing region of India and was the most 
urbanized in Mughals owing to overseas trade & commerce. Ali Muhammad 
Khan, the author of Mirat-i Ahmadi, writing in 1761 A.D describes it as "the most 
prosperous place not just in Hindustan, but the entire world".' In the word of 
German traveller Mandelslo it was "the noblest of all the Mughal country"."^ 
Gujarat acquired such prosperity and occupied an important position due to its 
geographical location. The seaports of Gujarat were the centre of trade and 
commerce and towns like Ahmadabad, Cambay, Baroda, Broach and Surat were 
important manufacturing and trading centres. Tom Pires explicitly noted in 1512-
15, "Cambay (Gujarat) chiefly stretches out two arms; with her right arm she 
reaches out towards Aden and with the other towards Malacca, as the most 
important places to sail and other places are held to be less important .^  It has been 
' Ali Mohammad Khan, Mirat-i Ahmadi, ed., Razi-ul Haq Abbasi, Bombay, 1906, p. 111 
^ Mandelslo J. Albert De, Mandelslo's Travels in Western India, ed., M. S. Commissariat, 
Bombay, 1931, p. 6 
Tom Pires, The Suma Oriental of Tom Pirees: An Account of the East from the Red Sea to 
Japan, ed. & tr., A. Corteso, (London, 1944), Vol. I, p. 44 
estimated that 18.73% of the total assessed revenue {Jama') in Gujarat came from 
urban taxation in 1572, when it was annexed to the Mughal Empire.'' 
Historians have studied the economy of Mughal Gujarat, and in the works 
of Ashin Das Gupta and M. N. Pearson, the impact of Mughal annexation on 
Gujarat's overseas trade has been systematically studied. The political and 
administrative structure of Gujarat, following its incorporation in the Mughal 
Empire has also received some attention among historian of medieval India. In 
contrast, the social setup and culture of Gujarat under the Mughal rule has not 
received the attention it deserves. 
Here, an attempt is made to examine the extent to which the society and 
culture in Gujarat was transformed by its incorporation into the Mughal empire. 
How did the local bodies, (e.g. Mahajans, Sheths and Nagarsheths etc.) respond to 
the Mughal conquest and how did these bodies change under the growing Mughal 
influence. I also intend to see the nature of interaction between the Mughals and 
Gujarati society in the domain of society and culture. As is well known, Gujarat 
was one of the most prosperous province in Mughal India, and since much of the 
prosperity of the suba came from trade and commerce, it imbued the province with 
a distinctive culture based on merchant ethos and mentality. At the same time 
Gujarat was also influenced by the Mughal courtly culture. The culture of Mughal 
•* Shireen Moosvi, The Economy of the Mughal, c. 1595: A Statistical Study, New Delhi, 1987, pp. 
315-16 
Gujarat was in the end a result of the amalgamation of court culture with the 
merchant values and belief system. Not only Mughals and Gujaratis, but, as Mirat 
mentions, merchant communities from Arabia, Persia, Syria, Rum, Sind etc. came 
here from time to time and also settled here.^ Each of these immigrant 
communities brought to Gujarat its distinctive cultural ethos, lending to Gujarat a 
truly composite and metropolitan culture. The elements of various cultures were 
assimilated or adopted by the original occupants of Gujarat. So here, an attempt is 
made to trace the contours of this composite and syncretic culture of Mughal 
Gujarat that emerged from engagement and interaction among the immigrant 
communities and the settled residents in the region. 
Among the sources that I have used for tiiis study, there are some 
unpublished Persian Documents, Mughal chronicles. Commercial Records of 
English, European traveller's accounts etc. I have used three unpublished Persian 
Documents: (1) Cambay Documents found in the National Archives of India (New 
Delhi); (2) Surat Documents compiled by an anonymous Mughal official during 
the mid 17* century; ( I have used the rotograph copy of the manuscript available 
at the Centre of Advanced Study in History, AMU.); (3) Mirat-ul Haqaiq, the 
diary of a retired Mughal ofilcial Itmad Khan in Surat. I have consulted the 
microfilm copy, available at the centre of Advanced Study, Department of History, 
^ Mirat (Supplt), p. 24 
AMU. These are the valuable sources for the study of local life in Gujarat, 
providing glimpses of the daily life of ordinary subjects. 
As for Mughal chronicles, they are very important particularly in 
reconstructing the lives of aristocracy. We are very fortunate to have a 
monumental work Mirat-i Ahmadi written by a Mughal diwan of Surat, Ali 
Muhammad Khan, solely dealing with the history of Gujarat. 
One result of the development of Gujarat's overseas trade has been that 
there is much greater information available in the commercial records of the 
Europeans. Due to the geographical situation and well-developed commercial 
centres, Gujarat attracted attention of travellers who came to hidia for commercial 
purposes or as employers of East India Company. Their accounts are full of 
information about Gujarat. The material has been used by historians for the 
purpose of agrarian, economic and administrative history but not as exhaustively 
for the reconstruction of socio-cultural life in Mughal Gujarat. 
On the basis of these sources, I have divided my dissertation into five 
chapters. The first chapter deals with rituals, festivals and community life of the 
people of Gujarat during the time of the Mughals. Here I discuss caste and religion 
based rituals at were followed by Gujaratis and immigrant communities on such 
special occasions as births marriages, deaths etc. The festivals are also discussed 
in the chapter and community celebrations are studied for their social significance. 
I also deal the religious syncretism and tolerance in the culture and civic life in 
Gujarat as evidence of the inclusive metropolitan nature of the region. 
The second chapter deals with the life of the aristocracy whose huge 
income enabled them to construct patronage networks in Gujarat. Aristocratic 
culture is discussed in details. The norms and rituals of the aristocracy were 
selectively adopted by the Gujaratis and customs of the Gujaratis were adopted by 
the aristocracy, in return. 
]n chapter third, an attempt is made to study the different merchant 
communities and their corporate organizations. It gives information about the 
itinerant merchant communities who came for purpose of trade and settled in the 
towns of Gujarat. It provides a detailed description of the Gujarati banias and tiieir 
rich culture as well. 
The fourth chapter deals with the lower classes, in particular, the artisans 
and artisanal guilds. The menial and other marginal groups like criminals, beggars 
and paupers are described in the chapter as well. Here I make an effort to explore 
the native lives of people who were largely marginalized from the civil society in 
Gujarat. 
In the last chapter, an attempt is made to analyse the educational system 
prevalent in Mughal Gujarat, and to explore the role of the intellectuals, literati 
and physicians in the society in Gujarat. The chapter discusses the institutions 
controlled by the men, in particular, maktabs, madrasas and hospitals etc. 
II RITUALS, FESTIVALS AND 
COMMUNITY LIFE 
CHAPTER II 
RITUALS, FESTIVALS, AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Rituals and festivals based on religion and caste have formed the nucleus of 
the socio-cultural life of the people of Mughal Gujarat. Gujarat became a 
conglomeration of different religions and castes during the Mughal rule, but in 
spite of that the people used to live together and mixed with each other freely. 
Commenting upon the existing harmony in Mughal Gujarat, Italian traveller Pietro 
Delia Valle writes that it was because the great Mughals made no difference 
between the Hindus and Muslims. According to Thevenot, the inhabitants of 
Gujarat broadly classified into three sections- Moors^ (Muslims); Heathens^ 
(Hindus); and Parsis*. John Fryer reports that the Muslims of Gujarat were 
' Pietro Delia Valle, The Travels of Pietro Delia Valle in India, 1644, tr. G. Havers, ed., Edward 
Grey, vol. I, (London, 1991-92), p. 30 
^ Moors- (Muslims), this word is used by the European travellers for the Muslims, Mughals, 
Persians, Arabians, Turks and Armanians. Although they were not uniform in their faith, some 
were Sunnis and some Shias. (Jean de Thevenot, The Indian Travels of Thevenot and Carari, 
ed., Surendranath Sen, (New Delhi, 1949) p. 21-22) 
' Healthens- (Hmdus). Literally the term Heathen applied to a person who is neither Christian nor 
a Jew nor a Muslim and adored idol. Here the term is used for the Hindus only. (Thevenot, p. 
22 and notes) 
* Parsis- (Zorastrian). They were fire worshippers. For details about this sect see chapter: 'The 
Lower Classes' 
distinguished by their origin such as Syed, Shaikh, Mughals, and the Bohras!' John 
Fryer further mentions that the Muslims in Gujarat had followed all the four 
schools of law, i.e., Hanaffi {Hanafl); Shafifil (Shafai); Hamaleeh (Hambli) and 
Maluche (Maliki) to whom they gave credit in the matter of ceremonies.^ Hindus, 
as it is well known, were divided into four castes- the Brahmans (priests); 
Kshatriyas (worriors); the Vaishyas (agricultural and mercantile); and the Shudras 
(menials).^ 
All above mentioned castes and classes contributed in the formation of the 
rich culture of Gujarat by celebrating festivals and rituals in their own manner and 
often together. The superstitious belief was widely practiced by both the Muslims 
and Hindus, and even intellectuals and rational people did not remain behind. 
The Hindus were more ritualistic in their religious belief than the Muslims. 
'Transmigration of soul' was the most striking ritual among the banias of Gujarat. 
They believed that the soul transmigrated into the body of some innocent beast 
according to their merits and demerits. The happy and good souls migrated into 
best creature that of a cow.* It was the reason that they loved cows. Another 
' John Fryer, A New Account of East India and Persia being Nine Year's Travels, 1672-81, (New 
Delhi, 1985) p. 93 
* Ibid., p. 92 
Alexander K Forbes, Ras Mala- Hindu Annals of Western India with particular reference to 
Gujarat, ed., Jo Watson, (New Delhi, 1973), p. 533 
* Alexander Hamilton, A New Account of the East Indies from the year 1688 to 1723, ed., W 
Foster, Vol. I, (London, 1930) p. 150; J. Ovington,v4 Voyage to Surat in theyear 1689, ed., H. 
8 
ritualistic reason for their love of cows was their belief that "the foundation of the 
Earth supported on the Horns of these creatures; and that the cow's extraordinary 
motion causes Earthquaque".^ Ovington was informed by a bania about their 
respect of cows that on the occasion of a fast, they used to drink cow's urine {gau-
mutra) to purify the defilement.'" The Hindus loved monkey as according to their 
belief the merriest and best human soul returned into the bodies of Apes." 
Because of this belief of 'transmigration' they respected animals and cared them in 
such veneration that they built animal hospitals (pinjrapoles) at different places as 
noticed by the travellers at Ahmadabad, Cambay and Surat. 
Among the other rituals, the Hindus had the pagodas of their idol under the 
Banyan tree, where they cooked food and performed superstitious ceremonies. 
They worshipped there the idol of mamaniva , made at the hollow trunk of trees. 
They engraved a round circle, although it really had not any human feature, but 
G. Rawlinson, reprint (London, 1929), pp. 139,168; For more details see chapter: 'The 
Merchant Communities' 
' Ovington, p. 169 
'"ibid., p. 186 and notes 
" Albert J. Mandelslo, (1638-40), Mandelslo 's Travels in Western India, ed., M. S. Commissariat 
(Bombay, 1931), p. 30; Jean B. Travemier, Travels in India, 1640-67, tr. V. Ball, ed., W. 
Crooke, Vol. I, (London, 1925), pp. 63-64. For more details see chapter: 'The Merchant 
Communities' 
12 • 
Mamaniva- It is a corruption of word 'Mahamaya' or 'Mahadewi, ( Gemili Careri, Indian 
Travels of Thevenot and Careri, ed., Surendra Nath Sen (New Delhi, 1949), p. 164 and notes; 
Travemier, II, p. 155 and notes; Pietro Delia Valle says that it was Parvati, the wife of Shiva, 
(Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 35 and notes) 
with grass application they represented it like the head of a deformed woman (an 
idol) and the face was painted with a bright flesh colour. In the same nude 
sculpture they put eyes of silver and gold or some jewels. Careri found one 
banyan tree under which there were four pagodas, first was called Mamaniva 
which had a mighty front. Second and tiliird were of Rio Ram'"* or Dio Ram and 
the fourth one was a retiring place for the Rishis who did penance. The banias 
used to sprinkle rice, oil, milk, or other such valuable things as an offering before 
the idol. They sacrificed without blood and gave some alms to the attendants, 
known as hermits or Yogis^^ who received flowers and betel leaves from the 
devotees. With great devotion the devotees kissed the Yogis in token of 
reverence.'^ Pietro Delia Valle witnessed a woman hermit, who was standing 
17 
before the idol as attendant. Another ritual related to the tree the tree was 
"keeping the tree with every bough and leaf of it, not suffering it to be injured by 
animals or men". Pietro Delia Valle was told a story by the devotees that once an 
elephant ate one single leaf of the tree and died within 3 days as a result of curse 
by the idol.'^ He further adds more rituals with the trees that there was a small 
" Travemier, II, p. 155; Pietro Delia Valle, I, pp. 35-36 
'•* Gemelli Careri, p. 164 and notes. Rio Ram in misprint o f Dio Ram' for the God Rama. 
'^  Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 37 and notes. Jogf or 'YogV was a name applied to a class of Hindu 
ascetic meaning by abstracted meditation. 
'* Pietro Delia Valle, I, P. 3 8 
'^  Ibid., p. 37 
t o 
Ibid., p. 39. Pietro Delia Valle extended his doubts, hi his opinion the Elephant was either 
poisoned or knocked down for the reputation of the place. 
10 
chapel alongside of a tree with a very narrow window. The woman, who had no 
children, used to go inside and benefitted.'* 
Hindus were much ritualistic and superstitious in regard of ablution, 
cleanliness and drinking water. They used to bath two times daily, in the morning 
and in the evening. They always carried a jar of water with them and never drank 
water in the same cup used by any other person of a different sect Ras Mala 
informs us that if a Brahmin or bania woman, met a fimeral in her way while she 
retumed from the well to home, she sometimes threw away the water on defiles 
and sometimes moved aside by averting her face. In case of touching the water 
or vessel of these women by a crow, they threw away the water. Some persons 
believed, in a superstitious notion, that everything will be prosperous with them if 
they saw the face of a person of good omen as first thing in the morning. It was 
very unlucky for banias to see the face of a man who had no son, an outcaste, a 
donkey, or a quarrelsome person. If a pigeon or owl sat on the top of the house 
they believed that this will be followed by the death of some family members and 
if a crow alighted upon a man or Spider fell on him they believed that his life will 
be shortened. To escape from harms, they gave the cloth wore by them at the time 
" Ibid., I, p. 39. Pietro Delia Valle has clarified that probably the women became pregnant by 
natural means within the chappel by the priests not by miracle. 
^^  Ovington, p. 174. For more details see chapter: 'The Merchant Communities' 
^^ Ras Mala,'p.5A\ 
^^Ibid. 
23 Ibid., p. 555 
11 
of accident, to the Brahman and performed ablution. In case of upper caste people 
they performed sacrifice by fire?'' 
There was a concept of devil among the Hindus. Pietro Delia Valle 
mentions that according to the Hindus the unworthy soul which was not pardoned 
by the God used to become devil as the last of the great punishment.^ According 
to Ras Mala "the suicide, death by the bite of snake or struck of lightening, or 
drowned or crushed by the fall of earth, and anybody who meets with any kind of 
sudden and miserable death becomes a Bhoot". Besides, those who died in upper 
room or bed instead of the ground became ^Bhoof. When a man was attacked 
with fever or became speechless or had lock-jaws, it was considered the influence 
of a bhoot. He was called by his name and when he did not r responded, then 
affected person was directed to the Brahmans for remedy, hi case of delay in 
coming of Brahman, it was suggested that "the patient should be fumigated with 
pepper or with the dung of a dog and that the spirit possessing him will then 
speak". But usually the patient sometimes responded and sometimes became 
mute.^' 
Besides these, there were so many religious rituals performed by the Hindu 
women at the time of Child's birth, marriage, and funeral. 
^* Ibid., pp. 602-03 
" Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 86 
Ras Mala, p. 647 
^' Ibid., p. 660 
12 
During the time of pregnancy the Hindu woman was treated with solicitude 
and care. In the fourth month of pregnancy, a bracelet was fastened upon her arm 
to protect her from evil eyes and a feast was given. From that time she was 
released from the household duties. Rds Mala mentions: 
"Fairies and nymphs with child must have the thing, they long for' ,28 
In the sixth or eighth month of her pregnancy, again a feast was given and 
the family priest performed fire sacrifice knovm as "Gurbh Sunskar". When a 
male child was bom the expression was "son, a turban-wearer", and if child was 
girl, "a daughter, a veil-wearer".^' On the thirteenth day after the birth, the child 
acquired name. Generally the first letter of nomenclature was opened by the 
astrologer. Finally the name was fixed by the sister of father, known as pf^e. Then 
in a ritualistic way, four women with the leaf of sacred fig tree in their hand raised 
the child in a cloth which tiiey hold by the four comers and repeated rhyme seven 
times: ^ ^ 
'With this cloth and peepul leaf. 
The phy has fixed the name of—'' 
As a death ritual, a woman had to break the bracelet on the death of her 
husband which was given by him at the time of her marriage. In case of a 
*^ Ibid., p. 627 
^ Ibid., pp. 627-28 
"^ Ibid., p. 629 
13 
Brahman woman, she had to shave her head on the tenth day of the fiineral.^' After 
her husband's death, the Rajput woman wore black clothes. Bania woman used to 
wear a dress of any sober colour, adorned by a figure. However, the Shastras 
prescribed dress of white colour for widow and forbade her to use any omament.^ ^ 
At the time of natural calamity the Hindu women used to fast to avoid 
further disaster. Hamilton witnessed a thirty years old woman at Surat, who was 
fasting for three months to escape from calamity and was imprisoned by the 
governor of Surat for that act.^ ^ If the rain did not fall in the first five days of 
shrawan (August), it was believed that there will be a famine. At this moment the 
Gujarati woman used to sung the following verse: ^ '* 
"If the first five days of Shrawun, 
The cloud king does not begin to scatter his drops, 
Husband, do you go to Malwa, 
I shall go home to my father's house." 
In case of the rain delayed for long time, the people of Gujarat thought that 
Indra wanted to lay waste their town or village. So in a superstitious way, they left 
the village in a body for the day to deprecate his wrath by leaving it waste 
{'oujucT). They cooked their dinner outside the village or tovm. This was called as 
'^ Ibid., p. 639 
^Mbid. 
'^Hamilton, I, p. 153 
^ Ms Mala, p. 605 
14 
"Oujanee"?^ The tribal women of Koonbee and Bheel paraded in the streets 
singing a song addressed to the Goddess of the rain:^ ^ 
The cultivator has abandoned the plough, O! Meyhoola, 
In pity to him do the rain, therefore, O! Meyhoola, 
The good man has packed off the good women home, O! Meyhoola, 
Separated from her are her little children, O! Meyhoola, 
The stream is diy the raiver's bed, O! Meyhoola". 
However the Gujarati Hindus were much ritualistic in their beliefs. On the 
other hand the Muslims were less ritualistic in comparison to the Hindus. But the 
Muslims also showed their ritualistic manners in certain matters specially when 
they visited mazars (the grave of a saint). Pietro Delia Valle informs that he saw at 
Cambay that not only men but women also visited mazar with the offerings of 
flower and rice to please the saints. In his opinion this practice shows a "foolish 
and ridiculous devotions".^^ Mirat also mentions that men and women both visited 
shrines of saints on their anniversary days {firs), on Friday nights {shab-i juma) 
and at nights of the last days of every months. To curb this practice Aurangzeb 
issued afarmdn in 1665 A.D that, "it should be arranged that none should crowd 
at the tombs".^* Pelsaert says that the Muslims had as many Firs as the Papist had 
saints.^' It is worth noting that shrines were equally venerated by both the Muslims 
^ Ibid., p. 606 
"^^  Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 69 
'*Mfrar, I,p.276 
^' F. Pelsaert, Jahangir 's India, ed., W. H. Moreland and P. Geyl, (Delhi, 1972), p. 69 
15 
and the Hindus. However, it seems that the Muslims borrowed this custom from 
the Hindus. As Pietro Delia Valle remarks that "the Muslims of India have, no 
doubt, become Hinduized to a certain extent".'"' 
The rich Muslims celebrated the birth of a male child with feast, banqueting 
and music. Relatives used to assemble and gave presents of many things called 
kishti (tray).'*' At wedding the feasting lasted for fifteen days. At this time too the 
relatives used to present the kishtis. On the occasion of deatii, the family members 
neither ate nor changed their clothes till the fiineral.''^ 
Most of the festivals of the Hindus were celebrated according to the 
appropriate seasons. Ras Mala informs that the Hindus of Gujarat divided the year 
into three seasons- the Sheealoo ^winter); the Oonhaloo (summer); and the 
Chamasoo (monsoon)."*^ 
Although the Gujarati people belonged to different castes and religion, but 
they did not change the character of festivals, hi view of K.M. Ashraf, these 
festivals catered the religious emotions of a few, for them these were the occasions 
"" Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 69 and notes 
"*' Nicholoa Manucci, Storia Do Mogur, tr. and ed., W. Irvin, Vol. Ill, reprint, (Calcutta, 1907), p. 
142 
*^ Ibid., p. 143 
''^  Ras Mala, p. 599. The corresponding Hindi and English month for the three season may be 
thus: Sheealoo: Karteeek- November, Magsheer- December, Posh- January, Magh- February; 
Oonhaloo: Phalgum- March, Chyetra- April, Wyeshak- May, Jeth- June; Chomasoo: Ashad-
July, Shrawan- August, Bhadrapud- September, Asho- October 
16 
of universal and social enjoyments and intercourse.'*^ Most important and famous 
festivals among the Hindus were Holi and Diwall It is important to note Ihat these 
festivals were celebrated not only by the Hindus but participated by the Muslims 
too. Holi festival was held in the Hindu month of Phalguna (March).'*^ In presence 
of Pietro Delia Valle, Holi was celebrated witii much celebrity on fifteenth March 
by the Hindus and banias.'^ They made a procession in rich dresses of gold and 
silver, and stained each other with saffron colour {abeer and gulal). Even they 
poured the colour on passers by. The women sang epithalamiums, and the men 
followed.'*' The author of Mirat-i Ahmadi mentions that in Holi, the people used 
obscene (fahash) language and lighted Holi fire (dtish-i holi) with firewood's 
collected by the people either by force {ba-zorawri) or as theft {ba-duzdi). To curb 
this unethical and ill mannered way of celebration, Aurangzeb issued afarman in 
1665 A.D that "the fire woods should not be stolen or seized with force and 
thrown into fire of holi (dtish-i holi) and the people should not use obscene 
(fahash) language."'** 
** K. M. Ashraf, Life and Condition of the People of Hindustan, (New Delhi, 1959), p. 237 
45 John Fryer, p. 110; Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 122; Ras Mala, pp. 598-99 
'^ Pietro Delia Valle, I, pp. 122-23 
47 
48 
Ibid., p. 123; John Fryer, p. 110. Cf. K. M. Ashraf, op. cit., p. 238 
Mirat, I, p. 276 
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Like Holi, the other important festival was fZ/wa/i" celebrated on the IS"" day 
of the dark half of the Hindu month Asho (October).'*' The illumination of house 
was exhibited in the evening with the lines of lamps,^°since it was a festival of 
light. In observance, it was the most popular festival among the Vaishyas, bankers 
and other commercial classes. They celebrated this festival in want of good luck 
for the coming year.^' Mirat refers that in Gujarat, the people lighted lamps 
(chiragh) on the night of Diwali {shab-i diwalT). It was ordered that '"'Diwali 
Lamps {Chirag-hae-diwali) should not lighted in Bazars'''P^ John Fryer mentions 
that for banias of Gujarat it was a great day of celebration to their deities. On this 
day they behaved kind hearted and presented gifts to their masters and entertained 
each other with mutual mirth and banqueting.^' The most commonly practiced 
game of this festival was gambling, as it was considered a magical means of 
tracing fortune.^ '* Another festival of professional class was celebrated two days 
before Diwali in the same month of Asho on the thirteenth of the dark half called 
""Dhun Terush". In the evening, after ablution, people worshiped silver coins. To 
celebrate this occasion, the shepherds, cowherd, fishermen and other people of 
*' Ras Mala, p. 599. There is confusion regarding the month as Ashraf mentions that it was 
celebrated in Karteek. 
'" Ras Mala, p. 599. Deewalle corresponds Deep or Deev (a lamp) and Alee (a line). 
" K. M. Ashraf, op. cit., p. 239 
" Mirat, I, p. 276 
"John Fryer, p. 110 
^ K. M. Ashraf, op. cit., p. 239 
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equal profession adorned their animals and worshipped their net.^ ^ Next day, on 
the 14* of Asho there was another festival called Kaleechandush celebrated in 
honour of Hanuman. Like Diwali, the people illuminated their houses in the 
night.^ 
Besides, there were other popular festivals among the Hindus celebrated 
regularly. Ras Mala provides us some interesting information's regarding the 
local festivals. On the first day of the month of Karteek, the Hindus erected a 
model of Gowardhan mountain and worshipped it under the name of 
'Saraswati'.^^ This festival was mostly likely, same as present day ""gowardhan 
poojd". In the second half of the month of Shrawun the festival of '''Nag 
Panchmee'"' was celebrated. The people of Gujarat painted a black picture of Skesh 
Nag in their houses and worshipped this figure by addressing the snake king "Sire! 
Be propitious to me". They believed that on this day the royal yearly grant should 
be paid.^ ^ In the month of Bhadrapud, the celebrated festival was called Ganesh 
Chaturthi, the birthday of Ganesh. On that day they worshipped the image of 
Ganesh, dressed in costly cloths. It was worshipped everyday till 11* day of the 
month. Then the image was carried out in a procession to the riverside. On this 
^^ Ras Mala, f. 599 
'* Ibid. 
" Ibid., p. 600 
** Ibid., p. 606 
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day poorer classes of Gujarati people prepared a feast for the rats and mice, which 
were esteemed to be the attendants of Ganesh.^^ 
Next important festival among the Hindus was 'Nowrattrd' or the festival 
of nine nights celebrated on the ninth day of the month of Asho in honour of the 
Goddess ""Durga,' the consort of Shiva. A very interesting custom was performed 
by the Gujaratis in nowrattra. An earthen vessel with numerous holes was placed 
near a newly erected tree and to which the lamps were hung. Around the tree the 
people, both men and women, used to dance by clapping and singing.^" It was the 
famous folk dance of Gujarat named ^Garbo\ The garbo dance was practiced in 
Gujarat from the very beginning as a fresco painting in Bdgh Caves shows. The 
painting depicted women as playing Garbo with stick {dandia). It seems that this 
painting corresponds of sixth or seventh century (Plate I). Legacy of this festival 
is very much in practice even in modem days Gujarat. In this festival of 
Nowrattra, the Koolie tribe sacrificed animals for the betterment of their sick 
friends and children's. Rajputs sacrificed animals in their private temples for the 
welfare of their followers and for themselves.*' Dashehra festival was being 
celebrated in the next day of Nowrattra. In this festival the event of the two great 
epic Mahbharata and Ramayana were celebrated. The festival commemorated the 
entrance of the sons of Pandva into WairatNagar as well as the destruction of the 
' ' Ibid., p. 609 
^ Ibid., pp. 612-13 
"ibid., p. 613 
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Plate I: Danda-Rasaka, A group of youths and ladies witii sticks (danda) in 
hands: Fresco in Bagh Caves, on the old route from Malwa to Gujarat. 
Courtesy; Majumdar, Cultural History of Gujarat 
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giant king of Ceylon Rawan by Lord Rama.. Following Arjun and his brother, the 
Hindus worshipped tiie 'Shumee' tree in the festival of Dashehra.^^ Jahangir 
witnessed the Dashehra festival in Gujarat, as he mentions in Tuzuk-i Jahangiri 
that "the Gujaratis decked out my horses (aspan) and paraded them before me. 
After that they decorated the Elephants (feeIan) in the same manner" .^ ^ 
The charitable banias once in a year prepared a banquet or feast of sweet 
milk and sugar for the flies in their houses consecrated for their repast.^ Many of 
the Jains observed fourty days fest called 'Pujoosun' in the monsoon season. The 
fast was strictly observed by the Shravakas sect of Jaina religion.^ ^ A larger 
number of the Jains observed fasting for a certain number of days. It was expected 
by the followers to observe fast atleast in the last day of the ^Pujoosun\ At the 
close of the fast the Shravakas religiously visited their friend's house and repeated 
the following sacred words: ^  
"Twelve montiis, twenty four half months, forty eight and four weeks-
if during this time I may have said or done anything annoying to you, pardon 
me!" 
There were many otlier festivals, mentioned in Ras Mala , among the 
Hindus of Gujarat such as ^'Ukhaturee" in the month of Wyeshak, "the Worship of 
''Ibid. 
63 
64 
65 
Jahangir, Tuzuk-i Jahangiri ed., Syed Ahmad (Ghazipur and Aligarh, 1963-64), p. 245 
Ovington, p. 178,- John Fryer, p. 110 
Mirat (supplt), p. 135; Ras Mala, p. 610. In Mirat the fast was mentioned as pachusan and was 
kept for 40 days, while Ras Mala called it 'pujusun' and fast was observed for sixty days. 
^ Ras Mala, f.6\Q 
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Gowree" in the month of Ashad, ""Buleu" in the month of Shrawun, ''Anund 
Choudush " in the month of Bhadrupud. 
As for the Muslim festivals, the Muslims of Gujarat celebrated their 
festivals with great zeal. The cultural influence of the hidian environment was 
apparent in tradition and rituals of these festivals. In Mughal Gujarat a Persian 
fin 
festival Nauroz (New Year's Day) was popular. The Nauroz festival has been 
celebrated in India since the Sultanate period. It was a spring festival which began 
with the entry of the greatest luminary sun {Naiyiri A'zam) bestowing gifts {atiya) 
on the world in the sign of Aries (hamal). It commenced in the Persian month, 
farwardin.^^ A farman was issued by Akbar to the Nazims of the Mughal 
dominions, as mentioned in Mirat-i Ahmadi, that "lamps should be lighted on the 
night of Nauroz which is an exalted night (Shab-i Sharf) as is done on the night of 
immunity (Shab-i Bdrat). Drums {naqqara) should be beaten in the early part of 
the night which was the beginning moment of the festival and continued at an 
interval of every three hours, till festival days".^' Abul Fazl in his Ain records the 
*^  Nizamuddin Ahmad, Tabaqat-i Akbari, Nawal Kishore edition, (Luckiiow,1975) p. 378; Abu'l 
Fazl,A'in-iAkbari, Nawal Kishore edition, 3 vols. (Lucknow,1882) p. 142 
^* Mirat, I, p. 178;^/«, I, p. 142; Tabaqat-i Akbari, p. 378. Farwardin is the 1st month of Persian, 
other Persian months are in the following manner: Farwarc /^w: March-April, Urdibihist: April-
May, Khurdad: May-June, Tir: June-July, Amrudad: July-August, Shahriwar: August-
September, Mihr. September-October, Aban: October-November, Azar: November-December, 
Di: December-January, Bahman: January-February, Isfandazand: February-March. {Ain, l,p. 
142) 
*'M7>a/, I, p. 178 
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instruction that in the evening of each/>a/ir the naqqard should be beaten^" On the 
day of Nauroz (in the year 1635 A.D), the Subedar of Gujarat send a gold 
embroidered velvet pavilion {makhmal zarbaff) prepared by the skilled artist 
ihunardaran) of Gujarat at an expense of one lakh to the Emperor^' However, on 
the occasion of Nauroz the nobles used to send peshkash to the imperial Court and 
gifts were exchanged among the nobles and officials too. 
Another important Muslim festival celebrated in Mughal Gujarat was that 
of Shab-i Bar at in the Arabic month of Shabdn. Thevenot records that he 
observes this festival for the first time in Gujarat and had never seen before in 
Persia.'^ It was known as the night of forgiveness among the Muslims who 
believed that in that night the Engels examine the soul of the departed, his good 
and bad works. God register all the actions of mankind during the coming year 
even the birth and death. Generally the Muslims passed that night in prayers and 
followed the charitable deeds. They exchanged gifts with each other.^ '* hifluenced 
by the Indian festival Diwdli the Gujarati Muslims lighted lamps in the buildings, 
™^/«,I,p. 142 
''^Mirat, I, p. 219 
^ The night of 14* Shaban, 8* month of Arabic is called Shab-i Barat. Like Persian month there 
are twelve Arabic months, according to which every festival of Muslim is celebrated: 
Muharram-ul Haram, Sfar-ul Muzaffar, Rabi-ul Awwal, Rabi-ul Akhir/Sani, Jamadi-ul Awwal, 
Jamadi-ul Akhir/Sani, Rajab-ul Murajjam, Shaban-ul Muazzam, Ramazan-ul Mubarak, 
Shawwal-ul Mukarram, Ziqada, Zillhijja 
'^  Thevenot, p. 44 
''^ Thevenot, p. 44 
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public places and streets. Unlike Islamic rituals, fire works were seen almost in 
every hand of the Muslims. The feast was offered to the poor and needy people by 
the rich in the streets or shops. Jahangir in his Tuzuk records that in the evening 
of fourteenth Shaban, the buildings around the Kankariya tank at Ahmadabad was 
decorated with different colours of lanterns (Janus) and lamps (chirdgh). He 
further mentions that although in this season, there were continuous clouds (abr) 
and rain {baran), but by God's favour, the air {hawa) had become clear and not a 
slight trace of cloud (abr) remained. Thus the light was shone just as one could 
wish.'^ ^ 
The most popular festival among the Muslim was Eid, celebrated in the 
Arabic month of Shawwal. The fast of Ramazan was noticed by the European 
travellers and they were confiised regarding the actual season of the fast, since the 
fast was not observed according to season but strictly in the Arabic month of 
Ramazan.^' It was observed for one whole month. During Ramazan the Muslims 
strictly observed fast without touching anything even water or a piece of bread till 
the sun set. It was observed by the youths and old age with the same strictness. 
"r«zM*:, p. 236-37 
•" Ibid., p. 236 
^^  When Terry came in Gujarat in 1616 AD, Ramazan was in the month of August so he writes 
that this was held in the month of August. Same thing was with John Fryer that when the came 
in Gujarat it was in November and said that it was always held in the month of November. At 
the tune of Pelsaert's coming it was in June. That is the reason that they were confiised 
regarding the season in which Ramazan was held (Terry, Early Travels in India, ed., W. 
Foster, (New Delhi, 1968) pp. 317-18; John Fryer, p. 107; Pelsaert, p.73; Ovington, pp. 144-45 
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They forbade their women during the day time but after breaking fast they did all 
the things of pleasure and ate fish or meat at night.'* Ovington says that to add the 
sanctity of this celebrated and solemn fast the Muslims used to spent whole night 
in the mosques involving themselves in prayers. Probably Ovington refers to 
Shab-i Qadr, which was held in the last five alternate nights of Ramazan. In 
Tuzuk, we find mentions of iftar party which was organized in the evening of 
Ramazan. During his stay in Gujarat, Jahangir ordered to arrange an iftar party to 
which invitation was extended to all the Shaikhs and men of piety {mashaikh)}'^ 
When Ramazan was concluded, the Muslim of Gujarat as elsewhere in India 
celebrated the festival of Eid with the highest expression of joy and solemnity. In 
the morning, they assembled to Eidgah, usually built outside the city, for Eid 
prayer.^' The rich men were in sophisticated clothes, while the poor in clean white 
clothes. Friends exchanged sweet dishes with each other with good wishes. The 
Muslims celebrated the ETd with much pleasure because the day has been the 
outcome of successfiil completion of month long fasting. However, Pelsaert 
without knowing the essence of the day remarks that it was celebrated with much 
joy as they became fi-ee by the heavy burden of fasting . Like the common 
people, the Mughals also celebrated their Eid with much pomp. John Fryer writes 
*^ Ovington, p. 145; Pelsaert, p. 73 
^'Ovington, p. 145 
*" Tuzuk, p. 241 
*' John Fryer, p. 107; Terry, Early Travels, p. 318; Pelsaert, p. 73 
"^  Pelsaert, p. 73 
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that governor used to go to mosque in procession by scattering rupees just like a 
king on his coronation. After dinner they enjoyed loud music. John Fryer himself 
went to visit the governor on the day of Eid and presented him gifts. 
The festival of second Eidwsis called Eid-ul Azha. The govemor of Gujarat 
celebrated Eid-ul Azha in no less pomp than Eid. He sacrificed a ram or a goat in 
the memory of ftie Prophet Ismail who was made ready by his father, the Prophet 
Ibrahim to sacrifice.*"* The sacrifies (Qurbani) of goats was not only performed by 
the govemors and rich people but by the general people who could afford to 
purchase the goat.*^ There is a reference in Mirat that in Gujarat the Muslims 
purchased sheep (gospand), cow (mddd gau) and buffaloes (gau mesh) for 
sacrifice besides goats (buz). The Bohra community generally sacrificed cows and 
buffaloes. Once happened a sort of riot among the Hindus and and the Muslims, 
Of-
due to sacrifice by Bohras on the day oiEid-ul Azha. 
A^QT Eid-ul Azha, the festival of Muharram was observed in a very modest 
way. John Fryer mentions that the Muslims used to solemnize the martyr of 
Hasan, Hussain, the grandsons of the Prophet.*^ Pelsaert attested that it was the 
commemoration of Hasan and Hussain, sons of Ali and Bibi Fatma (daughter of 
83 
84 
85 
86 
John Fryer, pp. 107,136 
Ibid., p. 108; Terry, Early Travels, p. 318; Pelsaeart, p. 73 
John Fryer, p. 108 
Mirat, II, pp. 5-6 
John Fryer, pp. 108-9 
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Prophet Muhammad). In Gujarat every comer of the streets have arranged sabil 
to commemorate the thirsty days of Karbala.*' On the day of Ashiira (the 10* of 
muharram), the devotees carried on a Taziya (imitated mausoleum of the martyr of 
Karbala) to the river where they put it afloat with a loud cry and returned to home. 
Not only men but women also sung lamentations and sung and mourn the grief. 
John Fryer further informs that this celebration was restrained by the Emperor 
Aurangzeb.^ 
There were many other occasions celebrated by the Muslims in Mughal 
Gujarat such as the death anniversary of Prophet and Ghaus-ul Azam Abdul Qadir 
Jeelani. Famous saint Shaikh Mohammad Saleh, popularly known as Pir Baba, 
was granted the amount of rupees 223 from the treasury {khazand) of sarkar 
Ahmadabad for the mutawalliship and for the performance of annual ceremonies 
on the 12* Rabi-ul Awwal (anniversary of the Prophet's death) and on the 11 Rabi-
ns Sani (anniversary of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jeelani's death).'* The author ofMirat 
fiirther informs that in the reign of late Muhammad Shah rupees 112 was 
sanctioned to commemorate the anniversary of the saint Ghaus-ul Azam.^ The 
traveller Terry also mentions that the Muslims of Gujarat had organised feasts in 
** Pelsaert, p. 74 
*'John Fryer, pp. 108-9 
"^ Ibid; Pelsaert,p.74 
^^Mirat{Supplt), p. 60 
'^  Ibid., p. 187 
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the memory of Prophet Muhammad and their respected PTrs.^^ The author oiMirat 
records an unusual practice in Gujarat when the horses {aspan) and elephants 
ifeelan) were moulded out of mud on Eid, Shab-i Barat and anniversary days {urs) 
and then the beasts sold in the market. To check this curious practice, Aurangzeb 
issued afarman that "none should mould an animate object out of mud".''* 
Despite of different classes, castes and cultures, the people of Mughal 
Gujarat used to live amicably in their community life. Besides religious rituals and 
festivals, they granted together at public places e.g. hospitals, carvansarai, well, 
tanks, and bazars etc. The hospital for public use was built by both an individual 
and the government. A hospital {darush-shifa) was run by Saif Khan, diwan of 
Gujarat, at Ahmadabad.^ ^ There were government hospitals at Ahmadabad and 
Surat mainly for the poor (muflis) and the sick (bimardn). During Shah Jahan's 
reign, Ishaq Beg entitled Hqiqat-Khan built a carvansarai in 1644 A.D at Surat. 
The epigraphic record attests that this carvansarai was built by Ishaq Beg for the 
benefit of learned men (Ulema), pious (Sulaha), dervishes (Fuqrd) and pilgrims 
' ' Terry, Early Travels, p. 318 
^Mirat, I, p. 276 
'^M/ra/, I,p.209 
^ Ibid.,(Supplt), p. 186; Abdul Hamid Lahori, Badshahnama, ed., Kabir AI-Din Ahmad, Abd Al-
Rahim and W.N. Lees, 2 voIs.,(CaIcutta, 1924-31), VoI.l(2), pp. 34546;Ms. Blochet, 
supplementary Pers., 402, BN (a collection of contemporaiy documents, mostly concerning 
Surat, compiled in the mid seventeenth century, by an anoiiymous Mughal official is available 
at the Centre of Advanced Study, Department of History, AMU), ff.l74b-175a 
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(Zairin) to sacred Macca and Madina without taking any charge.^ Another 
carvansarai was built by Jahan Ara, daughter of Shah Jahan at the site of 
Kerkoa.'* The inscriptions supplied much information about the construction of 
wells, step wells, and tanks by individuals and the government for public use. A 
two line inscription engraved in the month of Shawwal, A.H 1051, A.D 1641 
records that Azam Khan, the subedar of Gujarat, built a well (chdh) at Ranpur and 
gave it in charity along with the garden. Another inscription at Cambay refers the 
construction of a step well. The inscription testifies that the step well (sabil) or 
reservoir (barka) was built by Mirza Khan, son of Mirza Abul Qasim at the time 
of Akbar in A.H 1009, 1601 A.D. He endowed it for the use of general public 
(anam), whether high or low (khawas wa awam).^^ There were certain other wells 
in Gujarat constructed by the banias. Thevenot points out that at Ahmadabad and 
Surat the banias constructed wells for the convenience of the travellers. ""The 
European travellers noticed a tank at Surat, known as ^Gopi Talav' made by Malik 
Gopi, a powerful merchant and governor of Surat under Mahmud Begada in the 
^ Ephigraphica Indica- Arabic and Persian Supplement, 1921-31, pp. 10-11, hereafter EI (A& 
P'S.) 
^ Travemier, I, p. 41 and notes 
" Corpus Inscriptionum Bhavnagari, reprinted, (New Delhi, 1971), pp. 45-46; M. S. 
Commissariat, A History of Gujarat including a survey of its Monuments and Inscriptions, Vol. 
II(Bombay, 1975),p. 117 
'** £ / ( ^ * P'5), 1970, pp. 83-84 
'*" Thevenot, p. 34 
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early sixteenth century. It contained enough water to supply the whole city, 
even in the hottest months of the year. The tank was filled by the rainy water in the 
rainy season.'"^ When Thevenot visited Gujarat in the seventeenth century, by the 
time the tank was in use and supplied water to the whole town of Surat.'^ Even 
the tank existed now but in an old dry and lapidated condition.'^^ 
The most common place for people gatiiering was the market (bazar), 
where people of all castes and classes used to assemble. There were certain 
classifications of bazars, such as Bazdr-i Khds, Katrd, Mandi, ganj, Dariba, 
Nakhas, Peth and seasonal markets. Among these Bazars, few were permanent 
markets and few were periodic, organized weekly, occasionally and seasonal.'^ At 
Ahmadabad there was a Bazar-i Khds or Kaldn situated at Maidan Shah in front of 
the main gate of Bhadra citadel.'"' Pietro Delia Valle witnessed a flourished 
'"^  For more details about Malik Gopi see, K. S. Mathew, 'Indo Portuguese Trade and the Gujarat 
Nobility in the 16* Century: A case study of Malik Gopi', PIHC, ( New Delhi, 1985), pp. 357-
66 
'"' Pietro Delia Valle, I, pp. 32-35; Peter Mundy, Travels in Asia, 1630-34, Vol. II, ed.. Sir R. C. 
Temple, (London, 1914) pp. 31-32; Thomas Roe, The Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe, 1615-19, 
ed., W. Foster, (London, 1926), p. 90; Thevenot, pp. 34-35; Mandelslo, p. 11; John Fryer, p. 
104; Commissariat, Studies in the History of Gujarat, (Ahmadabad, 1987), pp. 97-99 
"^ Thevenot, p. 35 
'*" The Imperial Gazetteer of India. Vol. XXIII, reprint (New Delhi, 1974), p. 166 
'°* M. P. Singh, Town, Market, Mint and Port in the Mughal Empire, 1556-1707, (New Delhi, 
1985), p. 138 
'"^  Mandelslo, p. 22; Thevenot, p. 12; Tuzuk, p. 241 
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market at Ahmadabad with numerous streets, full of shops of various trades.'*^* 
According to Mirat, the bazars were spacious (wus'at) and well arranged 
ipairastagi)}^ Tuzuk records that although the bazars at Ahmadabad were 
spacious (arlz wa wasi) but the streets were foil of dust igard) and only because of 
its dust, The Emperor gave the name Gadabad (abode of dust) to Ahmadabad."° 
In the same way Saqi Mustaid Khan informs that the b^ar of Ahmadabad was 
spacious {arn -wa wasi) but the shops (dukanha) were congested."' John Fryer 
writes that the bazar at Surat was more like a peddler's stall, yielded sustenance to 
many mouths. A lone inscriptional record testifies the completion of a market 
(suq), comprising a number of shops at Cambay by the Emperor Akbar in 994 
A.H, 1585-86 A.D. The inscription forther explains that there was a custom to 
decorate the market with silk and brocade to attract the customers. The maiket was 
described in the inscription as a heart ravishing or dil fareb}^^ Besides the 
permanent bazar, the traveler accounts dotted the seasonal or temporary markets 
in Mughal Gujarat. Peter Mundy gives a vivid description of port side temporary 
market at Swally. He narrates that at Swally a great market was temporarily 
erected by banias, by using bamboos and reeds etc. At this market all kinds of 
108 Pietro Delia Valle, I, pp. 95-96 
™ Mirat {Supplt),ip.i 
"°Tuzuk,pp. 424^31 
' " Mu'tamid Khan, Iqbalnama-i JahangirJ, ed. Maulvi Abdul Ha'i and Maulvi Ahmad AH, 
(Calcutta, 1865), p. 107 
"^ John Fryer, p. 98 
^" EI(A&P'S), 1971, p. 74 
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necessary commodities were sold. Provision, like Toddy was available for quick 
dispatch. This tent market was set on fire soon after the ships sailed back."'* 
Usually this temporary market was held at SwaUy in between September and 
January at the time of the arrival and departure of the ships."^ 
The general market was held twice a day in the morning and evening. There 
were two days in a week for holidays, Friday (Juma) for the Muslims and Tuesday 
{Sah Shamba) for the Hindus.''^ It was from the time of Sultans that the bazar was 
held before Bhadra gate at Ahmadabad on Friday {roz-i Jumd), as it was holiday. 
People used to come for Friday prayers, from far and wide, and engaged 
themselves in sales and purchases of articles. The Friday market was discontinued 
for sometimes and was held on Tuesday, again on a holiday. Ultimately Tuesday 
bazar was discontinued by Abdul Hamid Khan, Naib Nazim, after a long period of 
nearly sixty years."^ Hindus closed their shops on Pachusan, the last day of the 
month of amawasya. However, in ihefarman, issued by Aurangzeb it is said that 
the Hindu merchants should be enjoined to keep open their shops always and enter 
"* Peter Mundy, II, pp. 312-13 
' " The English Factories in India, ed., W. Foster, 13 vols., (Oxford, 1906-27). Henceforth EFI, 
1655-60,p.315 
" ' Mirat, II, p. 13; Terry, Early Travels, p. 313;Z. A. Desai, Malfiiz Literature-As a Source of 
Political, Social and Cultural History of Gujarat and Rajasthan,(?atm, 1991), p. 50 
"^Ibid. 
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118 in transaction of sale and purchase {kharid wa farokht). The festivals of Holi 
and Eld were observed as holidays."' 
Conclusively, the people of Gujarat botii the Hindus and the Muslims 
interacted with each other in a plural culture and shared their rituals, belief and 
community life in a true term of 'syncretism'. In words of Peter Van Der Veer 
syncretism refers to the "borrowing affirmation, or integration of concepts, 
symbols or practices of religions into another by a process of selection and 
reconciliation"'^° which was totally applicable in the province of Mughal Gujarat. 
"* Ibid., I, pp. 274-75 
'"£/-/ , 7(522-25, p. 93 
'^ '' Peter Van Der Veer, Religious Nationalism: Hindus and Muslim in India, (New Delhi, 1996), 
p. 198 
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I l l LIFE OF THE ARISTOCRACY 
CHAPTER III 
THE LIFE OF THE ARISTOCRACY 
A new form of aristocracy composed by merchants and traders emerged in 
Mughal Gujarat. There are references that merchants were holding offices from 
the Sultanat period. Malik Gopi, a merchant, was the governor of Surat in the 16"" 
century.' During the time of Mughals the system continued even in more mature 
form. The ofiBce of the governor (mutasaddi) was entrusted to the merchants such 
as Muizul Mulk, Ali Akbar and many others. The important officials formed the 
body of the aristocracy were Subeddr, Mutasaddi, Shdhbandar, Qileddr, Faujdar, 
Kotwal, BakhshT, Muhtasib, Qazi and Diwan etc. Appointment of any post or rank 
was approved by the Emperor or by representatives of the Emperor in the 
administration then salary was fixed accordingly. They received their income both 
in form of cash and kinds from several sources such as assigrmients, gifts and 
reward comprising villages as well as gardens. The officers such as Nazim 
received 1, 85,900 dams as his salary. Out of which 1, 80,000 formed his inam 
while rest amount were collected from his jagir and tributes from the zamindar. 
While Mirdt-i Ahmadi records the salary of a Nazim about rupees 2, 40,000.^ The 
K. S. Mathew, 'Indo-Portuguese Trade and the Gujarat Nobility in the Sixteenth Century: A 
Case Study of Malik Gopi', PIHC, New Delhi, 1985, pp. 357-66 
^ Mirat, 1, pp. 218, 223; B. G. Gokhle, 'Muizul Mulk: Governor of Surat', JIM. 1, (April, 1966), 
pp. 55-60; EFI, 1640-50, p. 196 
^Mirat(Supplt.),p. 169 
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Mutasaddi (governor) had the rank of 500 zat and 800 sawar!^ Qiledars 
maintained 250 cavalry excluding his personal mamab and contingent.^ Muhtasib 
had the rank of 250 zat and 10 horsemen; while 100 horses were given to the 
Diwan in addition to his personal mansab.^ hi 1653 A.D., it was directed to all the 
provinces that Amirs and mansabdars should receive the salary in cash in place of 
jagir^ 
Besides all these rank, salaiy and jagir, there was other source of income 
collected in form of gifts, nazrs, and peshkash. Shah Jahan bestowed a gift of robe, 
mansab of 3000/500, elephant and 2500 rupees in cash to Hakim Mashihuzzaman, 
the govemor of Gujarat.* Likewise Khan-i Azam and other Amirs were given 
jagir, robe of honours and Arab horses with saddle and bridle of gold. Tabaqdt-i 
Akbari records instances of promotion in ranks and increased stipends.' At the 
request of Shah Jahan, Jahangir gave a standard drum {naqqdra), a robe of honour 
{Khil'at) and a decorated dagger {khanjar mausd) to Rustam Khan the chief 
servant of Shah Jahan and ndib ndzim in the reign of Jahangir. Though up till now 
drum was not given to the prince's servants."* 
* Ibid., p. 222 
'Ibid. 
*Ibid.,pp. 175,173 
^ Mirat,l,^.239 
'Mirat,!, p. 220 
' Tabaqat-i Akbari, pp. 300305310 
^'^Tuzuk, p. 2\6 
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In return, the Aristocracy was also liable to pay tributes, gifts, nazrana and 
peshkash to the Emperor. When Emperor Akbar victoriously entered the capital 
city of Ahmadabad, the great nobles (Ashraf-i Akbar) offered tributes and gifts to 
him." Jahangir mentions in Tiizuk-i JahangirT ihat when he was in Gujarat, Asaf 
Khan, diwan of subd Gujarat presented him two elephants.'^ Mukarrab Khan, the 
Subedar of Gujarat offered jewelry, decorated vessels and cloth to the value of one 
lakh along with 100 kachchi horses.'^ Dilawar Khan presented a horse to Emperor 
Jahangir, who described the animal as handsome (Khush Shakl) and swift in ride 
{Khush Sawdri), He fiirther writes that in Gujarat no one had presented such a fine 
horse whose value was 1000 rupees.''' Likewise offering of QutbT sapphire 
(exceedingly delicate), elephants, jewelry, jeweled things, ashrafis and slaves 
(ghulam) to the Emperor as peshkash was also current for obtaining tiie favour of 
the Emperor.'^ 
The titles were bestowed to the nobles according to their ranks and 
position. Husain Quli Khan was given the title of Khan-i Jahan by Akbar in return 
of his services with increased allowances and jdgir}^ Safi Khan, Diwan of 
Gujarat, was honoured with the title of Saif Khan. Mirza Khan received the title of 
Tabaqat-i-Akbari, p.310 
'^  Tuzuk, p. 209 
'^  Ibid., p. 216 
"ibid., p. 217 
'^  Ibid., pp. 237-38, Mirat, I, pp. 219, 266 
Tabaqdt-i AkbarJ, p. 305 
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Khan-i Khanan, earlier held by his father Bairam Khan, after the victory against 
Muzaffar by Akbar.'' Besides these officers, merchants were also given the title. 
In 1715-16 A.D. after the death of MuUa Abdul Ghafiir, the richest merchant of 
Surat, his son MuUa Abdul Hai was awarded the title of 'umdat-ul tujjar' (the 
most eminent merchant) by the imperial court.'* 
Exchange of gifts and taking bribes was a common custom in Mughal 
Gujarat. In 1623 Mir Musa, the governor of Surat, bought two pieces of tapestry 
from the English agent at Ahmadabad to present the emperor Jahangir as tohfa 
(ceremonial offering).'^ William Hawkins explicitly mentions that "it was the 
custom of these moors (Muslims) that without gifts and bribes nothing would 
either go forward or be accomplished". He himself send jewels for the king's 
sister^' and also for the new wazlr and his son. Then he elaborate that after 
receiving the gifts they began to solicit his cause from all sides.^ Nicholas 
Withington, who came Gujarat in 1612-16 mentions that it was the prevailing 
custom that newcomers had to extend gifts to the Aristocratic class. John Fryer 
"M/raM, pp. 209,165 
'* Ibid, 2, p. 5 
^^EFI, 1622-23, PP. 89,329 
^^  Hawkins, Early Travels, p.94 
'^ Probably, Shakrunnisa to whom Jahangir was much attached (Hawkins, Early Travels, p. 94 
notes) 
^^  Hawkins, Early Travels, p. 94 
^^  Withington, Early Travels, p. 197 
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also attested that giving and taking of gifts was very common in Gujarat.^ '* Thus it 
appears that the officials used to receive bribes which were their additional source 
of income. They were engaged in corruption and extortion of money due to 
insecurity and uncertainty of their tenure by the sudden shift of imperial favours .^ ^ 
Sometimes the shift of imperial favour was forced by the local merchants. 
Ghiyasuddin Khan, the governor of Surat was removed from the governorship by 
the imperial court on discontent with the group of merchants headed by Mirza 
Muazzam."^ ^ Muizul Mulk and Ali Akbar, the merchants, held the post of 
governorship of Cambay and Surat respectively. They used their high positions to 
secure their own trade. Sometimes, they received large amount by charging high 
rates of interest as a money lender. The English Factory Records refer the bribes 
of 2000 rupees taken by the governor. Allotment of licenses to the brokers and tiie 
merchants to keep a bazar at Swally added extra money to their personal 
account.^ ^ The ofBce of the governor was thus a great source of authority which 
could be easily misused for obtaining illegal money. 
Charity was considered as an act of humanity to help the poor and needy 
while politically its purpose was to win over the hearts of the people. Abul Fazl 
^''John Fryer, p. 136 
^' B. G. Gokhele, Surat in the Seventeenth Century: A Study in Urban History of Pre-modern 
India, (Bombay, 1978), p. 34 
*^ English Factories in India, New Series, ed., Charles Fawcett, 4 vols. (Oxford, 1936-52), 
Henceforth EFI, (New Series), Vol. 1,283-88 
" EFI 1630-33, P. 216; 1622-23, P. 263 
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informs that the Emperor Akbar used to distribute money (naqd) and provisions 
among the needy {arzumandan) to win over the hearts of the people?* Following 
the imperial tradition the provincial Aristocracy was not behind. Emperor Jahangir 
ordered the officials of Gujarat to enrolled the widows {bewa) and the needy 
people (bechara) for distributing charity among them?' However, the officials 
Azmat Khan, Mustafa Khan and provincial sadr Syed Ahmad used to distribute 
money and land among the needy and fuqra. Religious personalities like the son 
of Syed Mohammad Ghaus, Shaikh Haidar (the grandson of Shaikh Wajihuddin), 
Syed Jalal Bukhari (the grandson of a chief saint Shah Alam) and other learned 
Shaikhs were directed to present the faqirs and needy before the emperor so that 
they could be benefitted. Women were also directed to organize charity works in 
the harem?^ Generally the charity and alms were extended to the old aged people 
(za 'if) to overcome the problems. Charity was distributed not only in form of 
money and lands, but was also given in form of elephant (fil), horse (asp) and 
varieties of animals (aqsan Chaharpaya)}^ In winter, blankets (kambal) were 
usually distributed among the poors from the wealth of Bait-ul mal by the Qazi.^ ^ 
^"i/n, I,p. 140 
^' TuzuK p. 229 
^ Ibid., pp. 211,18,241-42 
'^ Mirat, I, pp. 214-15, Tuzvk, p. 214 
Tuzuk, p. 218 
^^  Ibid., p. 232 
^"Ibid. 
Mirat, I, p. 356 
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The charity was extended in time of calamities too. In 1630-32A.D., when a great 
famine known as Sattasiyah Kal visited Gujarat, the administrators 
{mutasaddiyari) of Burfianpur, Ahmadabad and Sural opened langarkhana (bed 
house) for the affected and the needy {rifyazmandan)?^ Italian traveller Pietro 
Delia Valle noticed the acts of charity and social worics by the aristocracy. He 
narrates that there were water cistern or artificial pools built at diverse places in 
Gujarat by the princes, governors or other wealthy persons for the benefits of the 
public.^ * Epigraphic record collaborates Italian traveller's account that Mirza 
Khan, son of Abul Qasim, built a step well in 1601 A.D. at Cambay for the use of 
general public.^' 
Aurangzeb sanctioned an annual grant of Rs. 1500 for distribution of cloths 
in the winter season (zamistdn) among the faqirs (fiiqra) and the poors 
(masakin).'^ Daily allowances were given to the dargah of Hazrat-i Shah Alam, 
Pattan langar. Shah Wajihuddin's dargah and to the Hidayat Bakhsh School.'*' 
Shaikh-ul Islam used to distributed cooked food and cash to the faqirs, poors 
(masakin) and the travellers.'*^ An amount of rupees 2000 were annually spent on 
^ Ibid., pp. 216-17 
^' Like a famous pond known as 'Gopi Talao' in Surat 
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Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 32; Mandelslo, p. 11 
fi/C^t&i'^), 1970,p83 
^Mirat{Suppr),p.\il 
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Ibid., pp. 186, 70; Mirat, 1, p. 363. For details see Chapter: 'The Educational System'. 
MiratiSuppl.),p. 186 
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the poor patients.'*^ The person who wanted to undertake pilgrimage to Mecca, 
generally, received monetary support/'* 
Besides the office of the mufti, the office of sadr was also involved in 
supervising the distribution of the charities, maintaining the mosques and 
madrasas, issuing of stipends, daily allowances, and passing bills for the payment 
of charitable endowments etc.''^  
The religious persons and sufi saints of Gujarat received a general 
patronages by the Aristocratic class of Gujarat for winning their support. Modem 
scholar Farfiat Hasan rightly opines that "the state was an important source of 
honour and patronage for the sacred classes, but in retum it received from them 
political legitimacy and access to the local resources. Between tiie religious 
leaders and the state officials there existed a relationship of reciprocity and mutual 
exchange".*^ Thus, for example Syed Isma'il received a robe of honour (khU'at) 
and rupees 500 by the Emperor Jahangir. The reference shows that the Emperor 
Jahangir bestowed a robe of honour (khil'at), maintenance (kharchT), revenue free 
lands {madda-i ma 'ash) and the books from his Imperial library to the shaikhs and 
^^Ibid. 
** Gokhle, op. cit., p. 34 
•" Mirat (Suppl.), p. 174; Gokhale, op. cit., p. 34 
*^ Farhat Hasan, State and Locality in Mughal India: Power Relations in Western India, C. 1572-
1730, New Delhi, 2006, p. 104 
*^Tuzuk, p. 21S 
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learned men of Gujarat.'** A sufi Syed Kokab, the grandson of Abdul Latif, was 
summoned and was given a khil'at, a horse and 1000 rupees for his maintenance 
and his mansab was increased.'* A sufi saint Syed Jalal Maqsud-i Alam received 
the command of 6000 horses and the post of sadarat by Shah Jahan.^ ° After his 
death his son Syed Jafar Badr-i Alam was offered the same post but he nominated 
his brother Syed Ali Rizwan Khan.^' Prince Azam Shah had bestowed a robe of 
honour, money, and the village {mauza) of Tajpur mpargana Viramgaon asjagir 
to Syed Mohammad Saleh, popularly known as Prr Baba, for reciting surah in a 
prescribed manner. He was also given salary and money for the mutawalliship and 
village as Altamgha.^^ Prince Aurangzeb, then the viceroy of Gujarat sanctioned 
rupees 200 annually to Syed Yahya but soon after his coronation he send him 
rupees 1000, a turban {dastar), a cloak {farji), a belt (kamar) and letters (maktiib) 
in his own handwriting.^^ Some of the religious personalities were acted as 
mischief makers during the reign of Akbar such as Wajihuddin, sons of MTr 
Ghiyasuddin Qadri and Shaikh Muzafar Hussain, a relative of Syed Abdun Nabi. 
^''Ibid. 
*^  Ibid., pp. 218-19 
^'^Mirat(Suppl.), p. 63 
" Ibid., pp. 43-44 
52 Ibid., pp. 59-60. Altamgha- a grant under royal seal conferring a little to rent free land. [Mirat, 
(svppL), eng. tr., Syed Nawab Ali and Carles Norman Seddon, (Baroda,1928), p. 53] 
"Mirat(Suppl.),p.l9 
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Even though they were honoured and remained safe,^ because it was dangerous to 
bitter the relations with them as they were directly connected to the masses. 
However, the religious personalities were given the State support in form of 
revenue free lands {madad-i ma'ashf^, cash stipends from the treasury^ ,^ grain 
from the market (ghallamandi) and provisions from the custom (farzd). Sometime 
they received support from the jizyd (toll tax) too. 
As for socio-cultural life of the aristocracy, Gujarat was culturally rich from 
the time of the Sultanate. AH sorts of noble men, syeds, sufis, ulmds, adventurous 
traders from different countries came and settled in Gujarat. Thus the province 
received a fillip in it with its annexation by the Mughals and became a seat of 
leaming. The scholars, writers, poets, teachers {mudarris) and physicians received 
patronage from the Aristocracy. Abudur Rahim Khan-i Khana the Subeddr was 
keen to patronize the poets, since he himself was a poet.^' 
References show the individual interest of the Aristocracy in the 
constructional activity. Sadiq Khan built a madrasd of Wajihuddin at Ahmadabad 
^"MraA I,p. 137 
' ' Tuzuk, p. 218; Ms. Blochet, p. 482, BN, ff. 104a-b. 105a-b 
^^Mirat (SuppL), pp. 59-60 
" Ms. Blochet, 482, BN, ff 99b-100a, 109b,l 18a-b 
'* Tuzuk, pp. 4,229; Mirat, 1, p. 363; Mirat (SuppL), pp. 57-58 
'"'^ Mir at, 1, p. 166. For the details of his verses see chapter: 'The Educational System'. 
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during the reign of Jahangir.^ Saif Khan, diwdn of Gujarat under Jahangir also 
built a madrasa, a mosque and a hospital {darush-shifd) at Ahmadabad.* '^ Madrasa 
of Hidayat Bakhsh at Ahmadabad was built by Shaikh Akramuddin, the sadr in 
1691 A. D.^ ^ Likewise subeddr, named Shuja't Khan built a madrasa at 
Ahmadabad in 1697 A.D." 
Shah Jahan, as a viceroy of Gujarat (1616-23) developed a royal garden or 
Shahi Bagh on the left bank of Sabarmati river.^ Nawab Sardar Khan, a prominent 
noble during Aurangzeb's reign, built his tomb and mosque at Ahmadabad and a 
garden at Junagarh.^ ^ Ishaq Beg, entitled Haqiqat Khan, an important official 
under Shah Jahan who also held the office ofdiwan of sarkar Jahan Ara at Surat 
erected a caravansarai in 1644 A.D.^ Azam khan subedar of Gujarat under Shah 
Jahan built a fort at Ranpur in Ahmadabad after defeating the coolies and 
completed the palace to the gate of naqqdrkhanaf'^ He also built a mosque, a 
hammam (a hot bath) and well in the year 1640 to 1642A.D.^ ^ Thus building of 
madrasas, hospitals, mosques, carvansarais and step wells by the aristocratic class 
60 
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Mirat (Suppl.), p. 70 
Mirdt, I, p. 209 
*^  Ibid., p. 363; Mirat (Suppl.), pp. 57-58; Burgess, Muhammadan Architecture, Part II, p. 63 
*' Buigess, muhammdan Architecture, Part 2,p. 61 
^ Ibid., p. 57; Thevenot, p. 14; Mandelslo, p. 29 
Ibid., p. 55; Conunissariat, HistorofGujaraty, p. 183 
EI(A&P'S), 1921-30,pp. 10-11 
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66 
67 Mirat, I, pp. 222-24 
Corpus Imcriptionum Bhavnagri, Delhi, 1989, pp. 45-46; Conunissariat, op. cit., p. 117 
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not only reminds the constructional interest but their close relations with the 
common people too. 
It appears that there was always a kind of interaction between the 
aristocracy and the common people in their socio-cultural life. As for the living 
standard of the aristocracy, it was said that the Muslims nobles were living an 
honorable life as a privileged class set high above the run of ordinary humanity.^^ 
The life of the governor was very luxurious and full of pomp and dignity. Every 
morning he used to attend 300 footmen, firearms, and three elephants, 40 horses 
and 20 banners of state with trumpet of kettle drums.^ ** In administrative tour, the 
governor rides the elephant with beast carriers. A servant was accompanied to fan 
him.^' The governor had a large number of elephants to maintain dignity.^ In view 
of John Fryer on the day of coronation, the pomp of the govemor was just like a 
king. He lead the procession, scattered rupees followed by the horses and 
elephants, leopards, palanquin bearers, mullas, merchants, and kettledrums.^^ 
Accounts of European travellers throw light on the food habits of the 
Aristocratic class. Various types of dishes were served to the Aristocracy, but 
mainly of non-veg as they were very fond of it. Generally the food was prepared 
*' Tom Pires, p. 40; Gokhle, op. cit., p. 34 
70 
71 
John Fryer, p. 96. 
Ovington, p. 136. 
^^Ibid. 
73 John Fryer, pp. 107-08 
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with meat, rice, butter oil (cinictis silvestris, and sesamuni''*), wild safifron, raisan, 
almond, salt, pepper, garlic, king, cloves, amber grese (found in Whale's stomach) 
etc7^ Various types of dishes were served when travellers were invited by the 
officials. The foremost dish was pulao. The pulao was the stew of rice and butter 
with fish or fowl7^ Stew was the delicious dish, much liked by the Aristocracy and 
they used to eat varieties of stews and muttonsJ* Peter Mundi was served this stew 
and he called it ""dopease" (actually dopiyaza)J'^ Another important dish among 
them was dumpokecf^ flesh which is baked with spices in butter.*' Ovington 
mentions the method that at first fowl was boiled with butter in small vessel and 
stuffed with raisen and almond.*^ But not only fowl but all the fleshes were 
dumpoked. Another dish Kabab was made of beef or muttons, which was first cut 
into small pieces, then sprinkled with salt and pepper and dipped with oil and 
^^  Cnicus Sivestris-the common thistle of India, oil producing black seeds; Sesamum- Seed oil 
used in food (Thevenot, p. 23 notes) 
" Thevenot, p. 23; Ovington, pp. 140,143,231; Peter Mundi, I, p. 27; John Fryer, pp. 93, 136 
*^ Ovington, pp. 140,231; Desm,Malfidz, p. 57 
^' John Fryer, p. 93. Perhaps/JM/OO was biryan mentioned by Abul Fazl in Ain. He gave the 
recipie of this dish that it was made of sheep's fleshes, salt (namak), ghi (roghan), saffron 
(zafran), cloves (kamafal), pepper (falfal), cuminseed (zeera) etc. {Ain, \, p. 31) 
*^ John Fryer, p. 136 
^' Peter Mundy, II, p. 28. 'Dopeage'- the vulgar pronunciation of Persian 'dupiyaza\ Abul Fazl's 
recipe of dupiyaza was of meat, ghi, onions (piyaz), salt, pepper, zeera, coriander seed 
{dagashniz), cardamums, cloves etc. (Ain, 1, p. 37) 
^° Persian dumpoked- 'air cooked' (Ovuigton, p. 231 notes) 
*'John Fryer, pp. 93,163 
*^  Ovington, p. 235 
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83 garlic, mixed together in a pot. Then it was roasted on a spit. They used to eat 
laddu, sugar candy and dates.*'* 
The Aristocratic class preferred to eat beef, mutton, fowl, antelope, fish, 
chicken, pigeon, and pullets etc.*^ They also ate cow not only because its flesh was 
tasty than the oxen but because the later was used in ploughing the land and 
carrying the loads.*^ Although the flesh of swine was under disrepute among the 
Mughals and held among them an abomination yet the grandees were tasting it 
privately. Ovington has given a story of a governor who had tasted pig.*' 
A famous local Gujarati dish known as khchiri, mixed with pulse and 
rice, liked by the Aristocracy. Even it was favoured and liked by Jahangir and 
Aurangzeb whenever the Emperors visited Gujarat. 
The spices were used to enhance the taste of foods. Achars or pickles were 
used just for taste, as described by the European travellers.'" 
^ Ibid., p. 231; According to Abul Fazl's recipe it was made of meat, ghi, salt, fresh ginger 
(zanjil), onions, zeera, coriander seeds, pepper, cardamums, cloves etc. {Ain, I, p. 37) 
84 John Fryer, p. 93; Desai, Mafitzat, p. 57 
gs 
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Ovington, pp. 140,141 -43,231; John Fryer, p. 93; Thevenot, p. 23; Peter Mundy, II, p. 27 
Thevenot, p. 23 
*^  Ovington, p. 143 
Gujaratis called it as Laziza {Tuzuk, p. 207) 
Tuzuk, p. 207; Desai, Malfuz, pp. 56-57; Peter Mundy, II, p. 28; Hamilton, 1, p. 161 
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The dishes were served in plates and bowls and arranged on the table in 
pure silver massy and substantial utensils. A peon was deputed to assist in washing 
hands of the invitees both before and after the meals.^' The food was first served 
by the hosts .'^  When the nobles invited Europeans they used to serve tobacco, 
coffee and betel after the meals.'^There was a custom of offering/?««(betel) to the 
guests. Which gave a fi-agrant breadth and dyed their lips.'"* Mirza Beg, a leading 
merchant of Cambay told Mandelslo that the lips dyed with betel was considered 
as the beauty of women.'^ But it was used both by men and women.^ ^ Preparation 
of betel was described by the travellers who mentioned that the people of Gujarat 
mixed the little ashes of sea shell (perhaps Chuna), dried juice of certain plants of 
India (perhaps katha)along with areca (supari), a dry fruit just like wood, on the 
surface of betel. Then they chewed it and swallowed only the juice and after long 
mastication spit outed the rest.^ It was offered to every visitors by way of 
politeness among the great men and was considered rude when someone refiised 
it.'* The officers used to carry pan into boxes of silver and gold at the time when 
"Ovington, p. 231 
^ John Fryer, p. 93 
'^bid. 
^ Tabaqat-i Akbari, p. 293; John Fryer, p. 93; Pietro Delia Valle, p. 36 
' ' Mandelslo, p. 46 
^ Thomas Best, The Voyage of Thomas Best to East Indies, 1612-14, ed, W. Foster, London, 
1934,p. 158 
'^Manucci, I, pp. 61-62; Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 36 
'* Manucci, I, p. 62. Manucci has given a very funny description of his experience regarding 
betel. He v/rites that in Gujarat he became surprised to see that almost everybody was spitting 
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they were busy or outside.^ References show that Jahan Ara, the daughter of Shah 
Jahan, was given the jagir of Surat port to meet out the expenses of her betel.'^ 
Among the drinks, sharbat was a refreshing drink of the Aristocratic men. 
When John Fryer visited Gujarat sharbat was being offered to him.'°' Peter 
Mundy described that sharbat was a strong drink made of arak, water, sugar and 
lemon juice. It was very pleasant in taste and knovra as char bockhara (mixture of 
four ingredients)."^^ Although the royal farman issued to the nazim of the subas to 
prohibit the intoxicant drink or eat unlawful things, but coco, tary, bhang, and 
dhatura have been used by the people of Gujarat.'"^ Even they drank privately the 
strong drink like brandy too."*^ Tom Pires noticed that Sultan MuzafFar was found 
most of the time stupefied with opium,'°^ Their cups and glasses for drinking were 
of silver and very beauti&l.'^ Thus it appears that the Aristocratic men were 
taking very rich food comprised oipulao, coffee, pan and sharbat. The same food 
something red as blood. He asked to an English lady regarding the matter who replied that it 
was not a disease but because of a leave called as pan and she gave him to eat. After having 
taken pan his head swamed an extent that he thought he was dymg. Then the lady explained 
that one who ate first time felt the same experience (Manucci, I, p. 61) 
'^ Tomas Best, p. 158 
"* Manucci, I, p. 63; Ms. Blochet, 482, BN, ff. 174b-175a 
"" John Fryer, p. 136 
""PeterMundy, n, p.28. 
'"^  Mirat, I, pp. 263-64; Ovington, pp. 140-42 
"^John Fryer, p. 93 
'"^  Tom Pires, p. 40 
Ovington, p. 230 
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habits were adopted by the merchants too. The travellers were served all these 
dishes by the Gujarati banias}^'' It shows interaction between the predominant 
merchants and the Mughals. 
The Muslim nobles were living in a large well constructed house.'°^ The 
outer portion of the houses was not much imposing but they used to decorate the 
interiors of their houses. While the houses of the banias were much decorated 
right from exterior to the interior. The interior part of the houses of the Muslim 
Aristocracy were like the paradise as everything was of gold with paintings on the 
ceilings and the decorations on the walls were very imposing. There were finest 
carpets on the floor with silk coaches in place of chairs. Generally the cloisters, 
gardens and fountains were attached to their houses.'"^ 
Games and entertainments played a vital role in the socio-cultural life of the 
Aristocracy. Various kinds of games and entertainments such as hunting, shooting, 
animal fighting, horse riding, wrestling, chess and card playing, singing and 
dancing etc were the important source of amusement. Mughal nobles and 
Aristocrats were much interested in hunting. Ahmadabad was a famous hunting 
ground. Jahangir hunted the elephants on his visit to Gujarat and a large number of 
107 See details in the chapter: 'The Merchant Communities' 
108 Tom Pires, p. 40 
George M. Moi 
1952,pp. 124-25 
"** rals, 'Surat in 1663 as described by Mannuel Godinho', JBBRAS, Vol. 27, 
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male and female elephants were hunted."° The Mughal nobility was very fond of 
the European dogs- Spaniels, Greyhounds, or Mastiffs."' They used to hunt the 
animals like wild beasts, deers and horses."^ Hunting of deer and antelope with 
the help of trained leopards was very common in Gujarat.''^ Tiger hunting was the 
favourite pastime of the Aristocracy."'* These animals were foimd in large number 
at Surat. Thus horses, peacocks, deers and antelopes were sold in the markets at 
cheap rates."^ Fishing on the banks of the river and at the coast of the sea was an 
important source of entertainment in Mughal Gujarat. Emperor Jahangir once 
visited the bank of the river Mahi to catch the fish by net."^ 
Shooting with bows and arrows was common among them. Ovington 
witnessed a Gujarati Muslim, who shoot at once 5 or 6 ducks under one of their 
bellies."^ As for horse riding, they enjoyed it in foil speed and then suddenly they 
stopped their horses with a jerk and motion of the body. Their horses were well 
trained."* Animal fighting between buffalo and ram was very popular game."^ 
Evidence marked a hunting ground on the banks of river Narbada near the town of 
110 
111 
112 
113 
Mirat, I, pp. 201-05; Iqbalnama-i Jahangiri, p. 106; Thevenot, p. 16 
Ovington, p. 160 
Ibid.; Terry, Early Travels, p. 312 
Ovington, p. 161 
'"*JohnFryer,p. I l l 
"^ Ovington, p. 160 
"*• rwzwyt, p. 224 
"''Ovington, p. 162 
"* John Fryer, p. 110 
119 Ibid.p. I l l 
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Hansot, in sarkar Broach, which was 8 kos in length and 4 kos in breadth with full 
of deer and other animals.'^" Anotiier shikargdh was allocated in Mahmudabad, in 
sarkar Ahmadabad, having an area of 4 kos square in which games were played. 121 
The game of wrestling was also enjoyed by the officers. Generally they 
were anoint with oil and were almost naked, only a belt around their waist. They 
matched each other only in strength not in skill. Before wrestling, they consumed 
opium to perform beyond their strength.'^^(Plate II) 
Chess was a popular Lidian game among the nobility. All the great men 
were fond of chess playing by which they used to learn the tactics of governance. 
' ^ i m , II,p. 116 
'^'ibid., II,p. 115 
'^ ^ John Fryer, p. 111 
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Plate II: Showing Wrestling. Courtesy: John Fryer, ^  New Account of East India 
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Chess was an indoor game. In view of Edward Terry, the Gujaratis played cards 
but method was quite different.'^ '* 
Besides all these games, there were other sources of amusement such as 
singing and dancing. Mandelslo witnessed at the Bhadra castle in Ahmadabad a 
platform or stage on which musicians used to sit with their instruments, e.g. 
violins, aboes, bagpipes, which was played four times in a day (in the morning, 
noon, evening, and at mid-night) just like it was in Persia. The European 
travellers, who visited Gujarat during seventeenth century entertained by the 
singers and dancers arranged by the governors. Pietro Delia Valle enjoyed the 
performance of singing and dancing at Swally town. The public dancers used to 
dance on the soxmd of drums, belts, and other instruments sounded by their 
husband. He was much impressed by the Indian instrument vina. Women 
comprised the group of dancers and singers at the court of the Aristocracy in 
Mughal Gujarat.'^ ^ At night music was played by the dancing women with tiieir 
Indian instruments, with much noise. Pietro Delia Valle adds that "their music 
being foil of noise, was to me rather distastefol than pleasing". They had to sing 
'^ Mirat-i Ahmadi, eng tr., M.F. Lokhandwala (Baroda, 1965), p. 356; Manucci, 2, p. 432; John 
Fryer, p. 111 
^^ Terry, Early Travels, p. 312 
'^ Mandelslo, p. 23 / * / N / . ^ 
126 Pietro Delia Valle, I, pp. 22-23,177-78 and notes i 
' " Ibid., p. 23 ' ' ^ 
'^ Ibid., p. 71 
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and dance on the order of the governor at any cost. Mandelslo furnishes a detailed 
account that once two Directors of English and Dutch Companies were invited by 
Azam Khan, the governor of Ahmadabad. He invited twenty women dancers to 
entertain them. Azam Khan called another band of dancers but they refused on the 
ground of illness. They were called upon second time but they extended the same 
excuse. Ultimately on ground of disobedience, all the singers were executed by the 
order of Azam Khan.'^' 
Of the dress, wore by Muslim nobility in Mughal Gujarat, John Fryer 
informs that Ihey used to wear rich attire with a poniard or cattarre. Both men and 
women wore shirts which were close bodied.'^" The women of Gujarat used to 
wear white and red dresses with gold embroidery works (kimkhab). Their upper 
garment was short and much of the same as of men. Sometimes they wore turbans 
on their head, just like a man, filled with white or red wrought with gold and 
silver. Often silk stuff was stripped with all sorts of colours.'^' They wore 
breeches, the ornament of head with bracelet of pearl, ear rings and nose rings. 
Most of the jewelry were of silver because gold was considered as najTs or unclean 
for men but not for women. However, Hamilton rightly points out that men wore 
only silver rings and the women used to wear gold rings on their fingers and 
'^ Mandelslo, p. 39 
"° John Fryer, p. 93 
" ' Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 44 
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thumbs with a small looking glass and often gold rings in their ears and nose.'^ ^ 
Menhdi (henna) was generally used to colour the hands and foots.'^ ^ 
Parda was very strictly observed by the women of the aristocratic family. 
Especially at the time when they went outside the home, they used to cover their 
face and head under veil. They did not allow their faces to be seen by anyone.'''* 
Polygamy and having concubines was the prevailing norms of the society. 
Thus the Aristocrats could have a large number of women according to their 
ability. When John Fryer visited the harem of governor as a doctor, he saw 
more than 300 concubines.'^^ Often the Aristocrats were found busy among their 
women and opium.'^ ^ John Fryer pointed out that the Aristocratic men could have 
four wives if they have ability to maintain and even as much as they could please, 
but the preferences were given to the mother of first son.'^ * The author of Mirat-i 
Ahmadi records the saying of Azam Khan, the governor of Ahmadabad that: 
"A man should marry four wives, a Khurasani woman for household work 
(khanadari), Transoxanian woman for flagellation (shalaq), an Irani woman for 
society {ikhlaq) and a Hindu woman for sex purposes {zan-o-shouhari) of 
husband".'^ ' 
"^  Hamilton, 1, p. 163;John Fryer, p. 93 
'^ Manucci, II, p. 318; Terry, Early Travels, p. 309 
'•^  Ibid., I, p. 61; Ibid., Pietro Delia Valle, l,pp. 44-45 
'^ 'Ovington, p. 140 
'^ John Fryer, p. 132 
'^ ^ Tom Pires, p. 40 
'^ JohnFryer, pp. 94, 132 
'^'Mra^,I,p.210 
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The marriage ceremony was celebrated with pomp and honour. French 
traveller Thevenot furnishes an eyewitness account of the marriage of the 
governor's daughter at Surat. Music was started playing before fifteen days of the 
wedding on the side of bridegroom with the instruments such as drums tumbles, 
trumpets etc. to entertain the people. It was considered a sign of solemnity and was 
celebrated for several weeks with illuminations of the houses.''"^ At marriage 
night, a procession came out followed by several men with torches in their hands. 
After procession a decorated palanquin was followed by singers and dancers. The 
bridegroom came out having covered his face and seated on horse back, followed 
by several horsemen, elephants and camels. This cavalcade then reached the house 
of the bride. The bride then went to the husband's home.*'*' In wedding the 
feasting was arranged for fifteen days and in retum the friends and relatives 
offered presents {kishti)}^^ The marriage ceremony was performed by the Qazi. 
The Qazi had the authority to break the knot on the conditions when the couple 
wanted divorce.'*^ 
As in wedding, a great deal of money was spent on fiinerals also. At 
fimeral, a great lamentation was done by the women with loud cry and breast 
'* Thevenot, p31; John Fryer, p. 94, Governor was perhaps Mohammad Beg Khan (Thevenot, p. 
31 notes) 
'*'Thevenot, pp. 31-33 
"•^  Manucci, III, p. 143 
'"^  John Fryer, p. 94 
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beating.''*^ The corpse was washed and placed into the coffin with a rich piece of 
stuff and was carried on to the grave with great insignia of rank, flags, elephants, 
and cavalry.'''^ There are evidences in the travellers account that the amount spent 
on funeral was sometimes "enough to almost to sink a rich fortune". The 
expensive yearly feasts were given to the relatives and friends of the departed. 
Tombs were raised over the graves and it was decorated with lamps and 
illuminated.''** 
Conclusively, the income of aristocratic class comprised salary in cash, 
jdgir, nazr, and peshkash in form of horses, elephants, gold embroidered robe, 
tonkas, wealth, jewels, saddle gilded with gold and silver, precious stones and 
weapons etc. Their patronage network was purposefijl. By these patronages and 
gifts they had direct link to the local people. They were free to spend money out of 
their personal salary and income. There was no audit of the expenses spent from 
their own resources. In short, the Aristocratic culture in Gujarat was an outcome of 
the assimilation of different cultures. 
'^Ibid. 
''" Manucci, III, p. 145; Ovington, p. 146 
'^ Ovington, p. 146; John Fryer, p. 94 
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I V THE MERCHANT 
COMMUNITIES 
CHAPTER IV 
THE MERCHANT COMMUNITIES 
From ancient days, Gujarat has been known as a province of merchants 
who were busy in trade and commerce. The chief occupation of the merchant class 
was shipping and trade; jewelry making; banking and money lending; and cloth 
selling.' Besides these, they were working as grain traders, brokers, penmen, 
accountants, collectors, and surveyors and sometimes as tailors and barbers also.'^  
hi Mughal Gujarat, the merchant class was composed of many religions such as 
Hindu, Jain, Muslim and Parsi. However, the Hindu merchants outnumbered the 
Muslims. Generally for Hindu and Jain merchants a term "B(3«/a" was used by all 
the European travellers. In Indian language the term for merchant was ^Bania' or 
' Vania'. The bania mostly belonged to Vaishya caste of the Hindu, who later 
converted to the Jain religion. But we have some instances of Rajput brokers such 
as Samji Chitta and Chhotadas Thakur,^ and of Brahman brokers working in the 
' Cf. Samalbat, VidyavilasiuT, Bharat Kavyadohava, Part II, p. 243. As cited in Majumdar, op. cit., 
p. 190 
^ Hamilton, 1, p. 150; Ovington, p. 165; Ashin Das Gupta, 'Gujarati Merchants and the Red Sea 
Trade, 1700-1725', in B. B. Kling and M. N. Pearson (ed.) The Age of Partership: Europeans 
in Asia before Dominion (University of Hawai Press, 1979), p. 124; Ashin Das Gupta, Indian 
Merchants and the Decline of Surat, 1700-40 (Wiesbaden, 1979), p. 13; Nurul Hasan, 
'Historian and the Business Communities', in Dwijendra Tripathi (ed.). Business Communities 
of India- A Historical Perspective (New Delhi, 1984), p. 5-7 
Makrand Mehta, Merchants and Entrepreneurs in Historical Perspective (New Delhi, 1990), p. 
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English and Dutch Factories."* They knew several languages necessary for 
communication. These merchants formed the wealthiest group in India.^  The 
banias were broadly divided by religion into Meshris or Vaisnavite Hindus and 
Shravakas or Jains.^ Meshris followed the Brahman religion and worshipped 
Mahadeva, Bhavani and Krishna, while Shravakas followed the Shevras (Jain 
monks) and worshipped Parasnath thus hated by the Meshris. 
Among these banias, Jains were the most dominant social and economic 
group to which a famous broker, merchant and nagarsheth of Surat, Virji Vora 
belonged.* Among the Vaishnavite banias 'Parekh^ (an examiner), who examine 
and sold the jewels was known as Zaveri (the term derived from Arabic 
Jawdhari). They were expert as an accountant, shroff and broker.^ These parekhs 
were the employees of the shahukars}'^ Brokers and merchants like Tulsidas and 
Kalyanji were also of this sect." 
" EFI. 1924-29, p. 163; Gokhle, 'Broach and Baroda: Notes on the Economic History of Gujarat 
Cities in the seventeenth century', JASB, 24, (Bombay, 1968-69), p. 
* Hamilton, l ,p. 150 
^Mirat, (Suppl). pi39; RasMala, p. 537 
"^ Mirat (Suppl.).^.n9 
* Gokhle, op. cit., pp. 137-46 
' Makrand Mehta, op. cit., pp. 65-66, 67 
*" Cf. Arther Steel (ed.), 'Summary of the Law and Custom of Hindu Caste within the Dekhun 
Province subject to the Presidency of Bombay chiefly affecting Civil Suits, ordered by the 
governor in Council to be printed 29 July 1826' (Bombay, 1827), pp. 287-88, cited in Makrand 
Mehta, op. cit., p. 67- where Shahukar's Pethi consisted of Munim, gumashta, Killewala, 
Parekhs and Gure Mauoose. 
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The brokers were the middlemen for the English and the Dutch Companies 
in Mughal Gujarat. They were expert in the matter of rates and values of all the 
commodities, thus they were called as dalal in Hindustani language. These 
brokers (dalal) were well versed in different languages needed for communication 
with the English and the Dutch. The Europeans were largely dependant of these 
brokers, and in turn the brokers got their brokerage from them. 
The brokers were mostly Hindus but evidence referred to some Parsi 
brokers too, as English Factory Records named Hera Vora.' In view of Ashin Das 
15 Gupta there were no other brokers except Hindus and Parsis. 
As for the Muslim merchants in Mughal Gujarat, they were broadly divided 
into three categories. Firstly, the itinerant merchants who came Gujarat only for 
trade and commerce and then returned back to their native lands. Secondly, the 
itinerant merchants who came for trade and commerce and settled in Gujarat. 
Finally, the third category comprised of local converts from Hinduism.'^ The 
" EFI, 1634-36, pp. 264,287; 16146-50, p. 325; Gokhle, o^.ciUASB.^ASQ 
'^  Francoise Bemier, Travels in the Mughal Empire, A.D. 1665-68, tr. Archibold Constable, 
reprint (New Delhi, 1983), p. 188 
" Ovington, p. 233; S.C. Mishra, 'The Medieval Trader and His World', in Dwijendra Tripathi 
(ed.) Business Communities, pp.55-57 
^^EFl 1646-50, Y>. 325 
" Ashin Das Gupta, 'The Merchants of Surat, c. 1700-50' in E. Leach and S. N. Mukheiji (ed.). 
Elites in South Asia, (Cambridge, 1970), p. 216 
'* S.A.I. Tirmizi, 'Muslim Merchants and Mughal Gujarat' in Dwijendra Tripathi (ed.) Business 
Communities, p. 59 
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merchants who settled in Gujarat migrated from far distant lands of Arabia, Persia, 
Rum, Syria, Sind and Hindustan." Among the Muslims, Bohras formed the most 
numerous merchant group, but there were the Arabs and the Mughal merchants 
known as Persians and the settled Turkish community. The famous merchant, ship 
owner and scholar among the Arab merchants was Syed Ahmad, who probably 
having some connection with the Mughals. 
The Turk merchants were called ''Chellabies' and were most important 
ship-owners, next to the family of Mulla Abdul Ghafur, a famous Bohra merchant. 
They were busy in trading, exchanging different currencies and remitting from one 
place to another.'^ Probably they were migrated from fraq in the seventeenth 
centuiy. Most prosperous and eminent merchants among the Turks were 
Mohammad Saleh Chellaby and his son Ahmad Chellaby. Besides, there were 
Armenian merchants who came as traders and settled in Gujarat. '^ 
Among the local converts to Islam, there were Khojas, Bohras and the 
Memons. Khojas belonged to the Ismaili Shia sect. Bohras were splitted into two 
groups in the early 16* century. The Sunni Bohras opted agriculture, while Bohras 
"M/ra/ (Suppl), p. 107; Barbosa, 1, pp.119-20 
'* Ashin Das Gupta, Indian Merchant, p. 75 
' ' Ashin Das Gupta, 'Trade and Politics in 18* Century India' in D. S. Richards (ed.) Islam and 
the Trade of Asia (Oxford, 1970), p. 187 
°^ Ashin Das Gupta, Indian Merchant, pp. 76, 79 
'^ Ashin Das Gupta, 'The Crisis ofSurat, 1730-32', Bengal Past and Present, (Calcutta, 1967), p. 
148 
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of Ismaili Shia sect were attached with trade?^ Among the Muslim merchants, 
Bohras were the prominent who traded with Arabia, Persia and other parts of 
Hindustan. They were converted from Hinduism.^ ^ Ma'asir-ul Umara 
supplements Mirat that earlier they were idolaters (but-parast) but embraced Islam 
at that time?'* According to Mirat-i Ahmadi the Bohras were divided into seven 
sects- viz, Daudia, Sulaimania, Alia, Zaidia, Jajmania, Ismailia, and Nazaria. They 
were both Shias and Sunnis.^ ^ The Ismaili Bohra community in Mughal Gujarat 
emerged as an important trading community. Famous merchant and ship owner 
MuUa Abdul Ghafiir belonged to this community.^ He was a native of Northern 
town Pattan and belongs to a poor family. He left his home town and migrated to 
Southern Gujarat to settled at Surat in the seventeenth century. In course of time 
^^  M. N. Pearson, Merchant and Rulers in Gujarat; the response to the Portuguese in the 
Sixteenth Century (New Delhi, 1976), p. 27; Perhaps they derived the surname Bohra from the 
Brahmans and banias as they had the surname of'Vohra' in Gujarat. {Mirat (SuppL), p. 131) 
^^ Mirat (Suppl.), p. 129 
^* Shahnawaz Khan, Ma 'asir-ul Umara, ed., Maulvi Abdul Rahim, Vol. I, part. I, p. 241 
^^Mirat(Suppl.),p.n\ 
*^ He was called Mulla, although he was neither holy nor learned but because of his connection 
with a mosque in his hometown Pattan (Ashin Das Gupta, op. cit., in E. Leach and S. N. 
Mukheiji, (ed.) Elites in South Asia, p. 206); Ashin Das Gupta, 'A Note on the ship owning 
Merchants of Surat, c. 1770', in D. Lombard and Jean Aubin (ed.) Merchants et Honmaes 
d'affairs Asiatiques dans Ocien Indient et la Merde Chine, 13-20 sides, p. 110 cited in Ashin 
Das Gupta, Merchants of Maritime India, 1500-1800 (Variorum, 1994); Ashin Das gupta, 
Indian Merchant, op. cit., p. 77 
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he became the richest ship owner of Surat.^ ^ In view of Ashin Das Gupta, MuUa 
Abdul Ghafiir was interested only in wealth and never held any important office in 
the Mughal aristocracy.^* Because of the jealousy of his fabulous wealth MuUa 
family was ruined by the Turicish family, called chellabies. Both the 
communities Khojas and Bohras followed many Hindu practices in matter of 
inheritance and religion. Khojas considered the ninth incarnation of Vishnu as 
Adam and tenth as Ali.^ " 
The third Muslim merchant community was of Memons, who were 
converted to Islam from the Lohanas of Thatta in Sind. After their persecution by 
the local people they migrated to Saiirashtra, Kutch and Surat. They emerged as 
the enterprising businessmen with the support of British traders.^' 
The German traveller Mandelslo informed that Muslims preferred State 
services rather than trade and commerce. But the English Factory Records and 
other contemporary works mention the involvement of many successful Muslim 
merchants in trade and commerce such as Mulla Ghafiir, Haji Zahid Beg and 
others. Even the merchants like Hakim Mashihuzzaman and Ali Akbar, who were 
^^  Ashin Das Gupta, 'The Maritime Merchant of Medieval India, c. 1500-1800', PIHC, (New 
Delhi, 1974), p. 11; Ashin Das Gupta, Indian Merchant, p. 77 
'^'Ibid., p. 13 
'^ Ashin Das Gupta, op. cit., PIHC,1974, p. 12 
30 
Pearson, op. cit., p. 27 
' Tirmizi, op. cit., in Dwijendra Tripathi (ed.) Business communities, p. 64 
^^  Mandelslo, pp.9-10 
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holding the office of the governorship of Surat and Cambay respectively, were 
involved in trade and commerce. However it seems that Muslim merchants were 
favoured by the aristocracy against the Hindus.^ ^ Besides these Hindu and Muslim 
merchants, Parsi community was also involved in trade and commerce. 
The trading community comprised of merchants, manufacturers and 
commercial capitalists resembled partially if not folly to the English middle class 
who monopolized special branches of trade and organised industry by advancing 
capital. But socially they were not superior to the military and landed 
aristocracy. 
Merchant corporate organizations were powerfol in Mughal Gujarat and 
Mahajan^^ emerged as the most prominent organization at that time. The head of 
the organization was called nagarsheth. It was from the time of Jainism and 
Buddhism that the oflBce of the nagarsheth of the town and shresthin came into 
prominence and the guild had its own member and bank.^ ^ After the annexation of 
Gujarat by the Mughals this guild system became more prominent. Since the 
middle of the seventeenth century and the beginning of the eighteenth century they 
held a recognized position but could not hold the office within the Mughal 
^^  Gokhle, op. cit., p. 29 
^ M. P. Singh, 'Merchants and the Local Administration and Civic Life in Gujarat: During the 
17* century', Medieval India /Z(1972), pp. 221,226 
35 
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^ Majumdar, op. cit, pp. 189,199 
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administration. However, exception was there as was the case of Khwaja Hasan, 
one of the most important merchant, who was holding the office of Shahbandar in 
1615atSurat. 
Nagarsheth were neither appointed by the ruling class nor by anyone, but 
were recognized as a head of the town by the public as well as the state. They 
formed an informal link between the city and the state. During this period 
Shantidas Zaveri, head of the jeweler's mahajan of Ahmadabad acted as the 
nagarsheth of the merchant group. Virji Vora became the head {nagarsheth) of the 
mahajan of Surat." Mirat-i Ahmadi gives the clue of the linkage between the state 
and the nagarsheth in 1713 when Kapur Chand Bhansali, a nagarsheth led a 
delegation of merchants to report the incident of Hindu-Muslim riot during Holi to 
T O 
the imperial authority in Delhi. Thus, the local powers were directly connected to 
the imperial authority through these organizations. Besides, the nagarsheth was 
also busy in collecting taxes and some times performed purely ritualistic services, 
hi short he was like a father figure in Mughal Gujarat and continued till the time of 
^' Dwijendra Tripathi and Makran Mehta, 'Class Character of the Gujarat Business 
Communities', in Dwijendra Tripathi (ed.) Business communities, p. 160; Dwijendra Tripathi 
and Makrand Mehta, 'The Nagarsheth of Ahmadabad: The History of an Urban Institution in 
Gujarat City', PIHC, (Aligarh, 1979), pp. 484-91; Shirin Mehta, 'The Mahajans and the 
Business Communities of Ahmadabad' in Dwijendra Tripathi (ed.). Business Communities, p. 
177; Pearson, op. cit., pp. 125, 126, 127,128; Ashin Das Gupta, Indian Merchant, p. 88 
^^Mirat. I, ppA22 
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Marathas after 1758 A.D.^' His office was hereditary."^^ However, in view of 
Ashin Das Gupta nagarsheths were acted as the chief among the Hindu and the 
Jain banias^^ but the organization like the mahajan and institution like the 
nagarsheth had a curious kind of limited fiinctioning built into them/^ Probably it 
was more social in character. Although Muslim's Jamais and the Panchayat of the 
Parsis were purely social organizations but they holded no power in comparison to 
power oimahajan and nagarsheth.^^ 
In contrast to Ashin Das Gupta, Pearson represented this corporate 
organization oi mahajan in term of economic character since they were regulating 
the matters related to price and settling disputes within the occupation group etc.'*'* 
But it appears that they were having both the social as well as economic 
characters. According to Farhat Hasan both the scholars, Ashin Das Gupta and M. 
N. Pearson had underplayed their political significance to which they were 
implicated to the local power relation.'*^ 
' ' Dwijendra Tripathi and Makrand Mehta, op. cit., PIHC, p. 491; Shirin Mehta, op. cit., in 
Dwijendra Tripathi (ed.). Business communities, p. 177 
"*" Ashin Das Gupta, Indian Merchant, p. 87 
"' Ibid., p. 14 
"^  Ashin Das Gupta, 'Indian Merchants in the Age of Partnership' in Dwijendra Tripathi (ed.). 
Business Communities, p. 36 
"•^  Ashin Das Gupta, op. cit., Pm, p. 12 
'^ Pearson, op. cit., p. 123 
*^ Farhat Hasan, op. cit., pp. 62-63 
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Political integration of the merchant to the state could be seen in form of 
ofiBces like mutasaddi (governor) and Shahbandar (custom officer) held by the 
important merchants.'^ They were given the title and gifts by the imperial court. 
Mulla Abdul Hai, son of MuUa Abdul Ghafiir received the title Umdat-ul Tujjar 
(most eminent merchant)/^ Shantidas Sahu, famous merchant of Surat was given 
an elephant and robe by the Emperor/* A manshur issued by Shah Jahan shows 
that 30 bighds land in Ahmadabad was given to Shantidas and others in inam.'*^ He 
was given rupees 100000 as inam from the Royal Treasury of Ahmadabad by 
Aurangzeb.^ *^ It shows their involvement in the function of the State. 
By the end of the seventeenth and in the beginning of the eighteenth 
century, they started to exploit their power due to their participation in the State 
machinery, hi 1636 A.D., Hakim Mashihuzzaman, governor of Surat and Cambay, 
was removed from the governorship on the representation placed by Bania 
merchants.^' Again the governor of Surat, Ghiyasuddin Khan, was removed by the 
There were several Mutasaddis and Shahbandars, who were merchants, viz, Mukarrab Khan-
Mutasaddi of Cambay and Surat, 1608-10 (Hawkins, Early Travels, op. cit., p. 63; Letter 
Received, II, op. cit., p. 5); Muizul Mulk- Mutasaddi of Cambay and Surat, 1629-36 & 1639-41 
( EFI.1624-29, 195, 335); Mirza AH Akbar- Mutasaddi of Cambay and Surat, 1647 (Mirat. J, 
pp. 221-2; EFI, 1646-50, p. 196); Haji Mohammad Zahid Beg,- Shahbandar of Surat, 1624, 
(Mirat (Suppi), p. 194) 
*''Mirat,II,ip.5 
** Ibid., I, pp. 253 
** S.A.I. Tirmizi, Mughal Documents (1628-1655), Vol.2, (New Delhi, 1995), p. 141 
"> Ibid. 
''EFI, 1637-41, p. xvi 
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imperial court on account of the discontent shown by the merchants headed by 
Mirza Muazzam/^ 
Mirat-ul Haqaiq, diary of a Mughal Officer named Itmad Khan (1718-27 
A.D.) furnishes account of the rising power of merchants in Surat. He informs that 
in 1725 A.D. Faujdar of Rander in sarkar Surat was dismissed by the governor of 
Surat on complaint of merchants about his oppressive attitude. Mirat-ul Haqaiq 
records several instances of removal of the officers on the complaints of the local 
merchants.^ "* On account of the rising power of the mahajans, the mutasaddi 
(govemor) agreed that the trade and commerce related matters would be consulted 
by the local merchants.^^ 
The strongest way to pressed their demand was strike {hartal) led by their 
corporate organization {mahajans) in support with local merchants. In view of 
Majumdar, generally strikes were armounced due to three reasons. Firstly, in a 
dispute between two castes and the state supported one group. Secondly, at the 
time of taxation if redress was not obtained by petitions. And thirdly, when the 
religious feelings were hurt by the officers.^ ^ In 1616 A.D. the Bania merchants of 
Surat closed up their shops and left the city after complaining the govemor about 
" Ms. Blochet, BN, 482, ff. 17b-l 8a 
" Itmad Ali Khan, Mirat-ul-Haqaiq, Fraser Collection, p. 124, Bodliein Library, ( a microfilm 
copy of the diary is available in the Centre of Advanced Study, AMU), f. 362a 
Mirat-ul Haqaiq, f. 336a 
" Ibid., 
56 Majumdar, op. cit., p. 200 
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the violence on a Bania merchant perpetuated by the shahbandar. The governor 
Ibrahim Khan brought back the merchants after ordering removal of the 
shahbandarP Again in 1669 A.D., the nephew of Tulsidas Parekh was converted 
to Islam and another merchant committed suicide to escape the conversion, the 
strong band of 8000 banias left Surat for Broach in protest. They returned back to 
Surat after getting assurance from the State that such incidents would never be 
happened/^ 
However during the period the merchant became powerfiil and the mahajan 
was representing them to the state sometimes by confronting and sometimes by 
co-operating with the state. Generally they received protection from the governors 
and often they were consulted in matter of defence of the town as in 1672 A.D. 
when Shivaji was expected to attack. The merchants were contracted to collect Rs. 
45,000 to raise 500 horses and 3000 foot for the defence of the city.^' Majumdar 
on the basis of local literature opines that the merchants flourished in more 
advanced way than aristocracy, peasants and workmen. The merchants, bankers 
and industrialists became the leading class.^ 
'^ Letter Received by the English East India Company From its Servants in The East, ed., William 
58 
Foster, (London, 1896-1902) Vol. IV, p. 320 
EFl 1668-69, pp. 190-92,205 
' ' M. P. Singh, op. cit., Medieval India II, (1972), p. 224; EFI (New Series), Vol. I, p. 221 
*** Majumdar, op. cit., p. 200 
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The socio-cultural life of the merchants not received much attention by the 
scholars, although it reflects their prosperous economy. In Mughal Gujarat the 
merchants belonged to different strata of social groups and each group had its own 
culture and customs. 
Among the merchants, banias were the most numerous social group mostly 
attached with trade and commerce. They were described as the most intelligent, 
humble, polite, patient, innocent and obsequious. In case of rage by anyone they 
became patient without any reply.^' But sometimes they used harsh languages and 
scolded. The highest form of their anger was to pull one another's turbans (pugari) 
off, but it never turned into bloodshed. That is why even today these kind of fight 
proverbially termed as a 'bania fight'.^^ They showed no hesitation in cheating 
each other. They were expert in arithmetic and used to count on fingers and 
taught their children at the very early age the arithmetic without using pen. They 
restricted their children to play in the street.^ However, the banias by the strength 
of their brain only sum up his accounts with equal exactness and quicker dispatch 
than the readiest arithmetician can with his pen.^ ^ The language of these banias 
was basically Gujarati but it was the influence of the Mughal Aristocracy that they 
adopted Persian as it was the cultural and administrative language of the Muslim 
*' Travemier, II, p. 144; Ovington, p. 163; John Frye, pp. 111-12 
*^  Ovington, p. 163; John Fryer, pp. 111-12 
"JohnFryer,p. I l l 
TomPires, p. 41; Travemier, li, p. 14 
^^  Ovington, p. 166 
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rulers.^ English Factory Records informs us that their cash books, accounts and 
ledgers (khdta) were written both into Gujarati and Persian.^ A large number of 
Persian words entered into Gujarati vocabulary and even today it is prevalent in 
Gujarat like the words-fir (arrow), kaman (bow), kilah (fort), lashkar (army), fateh 
(victory) etc. 
As for food habits, Ras Mala furnishes details that Khatriyas and Vaishyas 
washed their hands and feet before taking the food, while Brahman used to wash 
the whole body.^ Men ate first and then the women and after that servants took 
their food in their own vessels.^' Generally banias were taking the food two times 
in a day, i.e. breakfast and dinner. The time of breakfast of both Hindu and 
Muslim merchants was about 8- 9 o' clock in the morning and at 4-5 o' clock in 
the afternoon. Often at midnight they used to consume some nourishing food to 
recover their spirit.^ '* After having breakfast they chewed betel and set off for the 
market for their occupation and retumed in evening to their home and then took 
dinner.^' They were pure vegetarian and did not take meat of any kind.^ Often 
66 Ibid.,p. 147 
^''EFl 1630-33, pp. 101,154 
^ Ras Mala, p. 553 
*' Ibid., p.556; Hamilton, 1, pp. 157-58 
™Ovington,p. 184-85 
' ' Ras Mala, p. 555; Hamilton, 1, pp. 157-58; Ovington, pp. 184-85 
Travemier, 11, p. 143; Ovington, p. 178 
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they extended a huge sum of money to the State just to avoid the killing of cows 
bullocks, and calf'^ 
Most important dish of the banias was khichri known as lazta in Gujarat. 
Dahi (curd/'* was much liked by them. Barbosa, who came Gujarat in 1515 A.D., 
informs that the diet of banias was mainly composed of milk, butter, sugar, rice, 
fiuits, vegetables and herbs. Milk and butter played important role in their life. 
As they married at a very early age, milk was given to girls to become mature and 
butter was to the boys. Among drinks, they were fond of tea and coffee to revive 
their spirit.^ ^ Perhaps it was European's influence on them. Sometimes they 
followed the food habits of the aristocracy. When Europeans were invited by a 
Bania merchant for collections or anything else they were served sweets, meats, 
pulao and sharbat mixed with wine, water and lemon. Meal was served upon the 
green leaves and after meal the leaf was thrown away to maintain hygiene.^ * The 
food habits of the Muslim merchants were fiilly influenced by the Mughal 
^' John Jordain, The Journal of John Jordain, 1608-17, ed., William Foster, (Cambridge, 1967), 
p. 132 
^* Dahi- (curd) it was made of sweet milk turned into thick. Curd was taken by the Indian at noon 
and they never touched it in the morning or late at night because of its cold effect. (Ovington, p 
183) 
'^ Barbosa, I, pp. 112-13; John Jordain, p. 126 
7 6 , 
77 
78 
' Ovington, p. 190 
Ibid, pp. 180,185 
Ibid., p. 175 
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aristocracy. They were non-vegetarians7' The vessels used by the bania 
merchants were generally made of brass or copper.*^ 
Both male and female folk of bania used to take bath twice a day with 
sweet smelling augments and believed that by bathing they would clear all their 
sins up till next bathing.** Even their infants were washed two times in a day.*^  
The houses of banias were generally made of bricks, stones, lime and 
timbers brought from Daman by sea. They decorated their houses with beautiful 
tiles of half round and half an inch thick.*^ They payed more attention to the 
exterior of the house than its interior and comforts within it.*"* However, Ovington 
informs that they never exceeded in any luxurious furniture as were always 
concemed to conceal their riches.*^ Muslim merchants had very lofty houses 
which were flat at top and plastered. Since the window glasses were costly, 
therefore their windows except of some rich merchants were made of wood and 
had usually folding doors which were kept open for the fresh air.^ 
80 
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^' For detail of the food habits of the Muslim merchants see chapter: 'The Life of the Aristocracy' 
Ms Mala, p. 553 
Barbosa, I, pp. 113,141 
*^  Ovington, p. 174 
*^  Ras Mala, p. 547; Thevenot, pp. 22-3 
" Godinho, p. 125 
*' Ovington, p. 130 
** John Fryer, p. 92; Ovington, 130 
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As for the dresses of the merchant, they accustomed good clothing.*' They 
believed simplicity in everyday life and mostly preferred white calico but 
D O 
sometimes silk also. They used to wear dhoti, long coat called caba, and turban 
ipagari) upon their head. The Muslim tied their caba always on right side, while 
the bania tied on the left. The manner of former's wearing was complemented and 
preferred by the Europeans.*^ Gujarati women have favoured different colours 
such as red, green, black, yellow or white,'" Barbosa vividly described the beauty 
of bania women that 'mostly they were beautiful, well shaped and both dark and 
fare. He fiirther says that they used to wear "silken bodices" with tight sleeves cut 
low at the back and other long garment called chandes which they put upon their 
heads.'' It was supplemented by Careri who writes that they used the garment of 
long piece which covered all their body except legs and some part of belly.'^ 
Probably, both of them referred to Indian dress sari and blouse. 
Bania men had generally long hair like women and used to make knot of 
their hair then they kept turbans. The women's hair was well dressed and both 
*^  Barbosa, I, p. 141 
Caba- Caba or Cabaya is from Arabic word Kaba means a long coat or tunic made of muslin. 
It was tied with ribbon upon the breast (Careri, p. 162 and notes) 
89 
Barbosa, I, p. 113; Ovington, p. 185; Careri, p. 162 
90 Majumdar, p. 261 and notes, Cf. 'Tlcft ^ <*>\\*^-^ ^^ TfTT, TTcTT "^Vm ^ ^ ^ W . ; Narsimha 
Mehta; Vide collected works, p. 605, cited in Majumdar, p. 261 notes—) 
"Barbosa, I, pp. 113-14 
Careri, p. 162 
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male and female put jasmine flowers and other sweet scented things on their 
hair.^ ^ Men wore pointed shoes, embroidered with gold, silk or silk flower without 
socks. But the women were found always barefooted 94 
As for their ornaments, that bania woman were very richly attired and 
jeweled from head to toe. Their fingers and toes were adorned with many rings, 
made of gold and silver.'^ In their legs they wore thick anklets of gold and silver 
which were two inches in diameter, breadth and hoUow. They used to wear 
bracelet in their necks, arms and wrist generally made of brass and elephant teeth. 
Earrings of gold, silver and other precious stones were also used by them.^ Some 
women used to adorn their hair with silver jewehy. Breast jewelry in form of heart 
composed of diamonds, rubies, sapphires and other stones, while on their forehead 
they wore gold bodkin {tika) 97 
Thus it appears from the literary accounts that bania women used to wear 
very rich and heavy jewelry. Ovington mentions that their wealth consisted of cash 
and jewelry. They kept their wealth mostly in form of jeweby because of the fear 
of the Mughal exchequer's despotic nature. They had their habits to accept and 
93 
94 
95 
% 
97 
Barbosa,I,pp. 113-14, 141 
Ibid, p. 113-114; Ovington, p. 185 
Ibid.; Ibid, p. 188 
Ibid.; Ibid.; Careri, p. 162; Ralph Fitch, Early Travels, p. 13 
Ovington, p. 188 
Qim 
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submit their payment in the darkness of night or early in the morning.^ * The extent 
of their hoarded wealth could be assessed at the time of plunder by Shivaji in 1664 
A.D. English Factory Records informs that Shivaji found 300 porters laden each 
with two bags of rupees, some he guessed to be gold and 28 seers of larger pearls 
and many other jewels, diamonds, rubies and emeralds.^ 
Except some social evil like sati and child marriage, the condition of the 
women of merchants was better than other parts of the Mughal India. Perhaps it 
was the influence of sharia in certain matter like mahr and property rights which 
was also adopted by the Hindu bania. 
Remarriage was not in vogue. Generally the Brahman and the bania 
married once in a life time. If the husband or wife died, in any case they could not 
remarry again."^ However, the reference shows that men were not under such 
obligation of only one marriage.'^' Undoubtedly they maintained one wife and 
never divorced till her death, but they married second time in case of barrenness, 
adultery and death. However, the women could not marry after husband's death; 
they either burnt alive with their husband or remained widow.'*^ ^ That was the 
^ Ibid., p. 187 
^EFJ. J661-64, p. 30S 
'""Barbosa,I,pp. 116-17 
John Fryer, p. 110 
'"^  Hamiltin, 1, p. 157; Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 83; Manuci, HI, p. 65 
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reason that some women got involved in some work of disrepute with anyone they 
found and thus their chastity was not remamed. "'^  
For Muslim merchants, there were certain rules and conditions regarding 
marriage. Shireen Moosvi says that "the marriage agreements coming from Surat 
were seems quite different from the standard nikahnama, which merely give 
names of the groom and bride and the dower (mahr) payable to the bride. ITie 
marriage agreement from Surat lay down certain other conditions in detail that the 
wives imposed on their husbands."' 
Thus women had several other rights besides mahr. There are four 
conditions, in the nikahnama of Muslims at Surat which denied men of their 
second marriage, prevented wife bashing and provided subsistence to the wife in 
case of absence for more than stipulated period which varied from 6 to 12 months. 
It also restricted men to have slave girl as a concubine.'^^ 
hi this way Muslim women got privilege in certain matter like mahr and 
property in the light of sharia. But we found several instances in Cambay 
Documents that this was also shared by some bania merchants. For example, in 
1675 A.D Kesava and his sister Prembai sold their houses in Cambay to their 
'"^  Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 83 
"** Shireen Moosvi, 'Travels of a mercantile community- aspect of social life at the port of Surat-
Earlier Half of the Seventeenth Century; PIHC, 52"^ Session, (New Delhi, 1992), p. 401 
"" Ms. Blochet, 482, B.N. ff. 201b-202a, 217a-217b, several documents regarding this are given 
in Shireen Moosvi, op. cit., PIHC, 52"* Session, p. 401 
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nephew in accordance with the sharia. Likewise in 1660 A.D, a Hindu woman 
named Phulan got a house in lieu of her mahr (dower) claim.'°^ In 1686 A.D there 
was another evidence of a hanid merchant (baqqal) who bought a house in 
Cambay especially to present his wife in mahr. So the bania women also got 
some privilege in accordance with sharia along with the Muslim women. 
Besides all these, there were several evil practices among the merchant 
community. The merchant women observed parda on their faces. Barbosa says 
that bania women were mostly kept at home and did not go out. Whenever they 
visited other places, they used to cover their heads with long garments.'°' He 
fiirther informs that women were not shut up at their home and they were free to 
materialize whatever business they had but in the day time with their faces 
covered."" They went abroad by covering themselves with chadar of red colour, 
as used by the Muslims'" Thus the parda was strictly adopted by the aristocratic 
women whether Hindus or Muslims. The working class women even Muslim did 
not observe j^arf/a and went out freely but sometimes covered faces with their sari. 
It appears that a Hindu woman adopted parda, probably, in imitation to the 
**'* Cambay Documents, NAI (New Delhi); A Series of contemporary documents concerning 
Cambay, classified under two series of acquired documents, numbering 2695 and 2702,2695/6 
107 Cambay Documents, 2695/26 
"* Ibid., 2695/8 
"^ Barbosa, I, p. 114 
"" Ibid., p. 148 
'"PietroDellaBalle, I,p.45 
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Muslim aristocracy, or due to the re-pondering presence of the Rajput chiefs and 
zamindars, or as a means of protection, or as a hallmark of gentleness. 
Child marriage was very common among the merchants of Mughal Gujarat. 
Pietro Delia Valle witnessed the marriage of two couple who were too small 
children to ride on the horse back."^ Generally marriage was held at the age of six 
or seven years but cohabited at eleven or twelve years. For bridegroom the age of 
co-habitation was sixteen years 113 
Among the evil customs, the prominent was sati. John Fryer found a large 
number of monuments erected by the riverside where they used to bum their dead. 
Women burnt herself along with her husband to perform sati}^'^ But the widows, 
who had children, were not allowed to bum themselves to take over the education 
of their children."^ Although it was strictly forbidden by the Mughal State to 
commit sati without the consent of the govemor, but instances show the 
performance of sati. Peter Mundy was present at Surat when a bania woman 
voluntarily burnt alive herself with the body of her husband after getting license 
from the govemor because it was the rule that with her own wish anyone could 
"^ Ibid., p. 31 
' " Hamilton, p. 157; Ovington, pp. 189-90 
John Fryer, p. 101 
' " Piero Delia Valle, I, p. 8; Travemier, II, p. 163 
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perform sati but not by force.'*^ Withington met with a very strange incident of 
sati at Surat when a girl of ten years committed sati. She had not even married 
relation with her husband who was a soldier and died in his service. His cloth and 
turban was brought at home and the girl, who happened to be the wife of the 
soldier, burnt herself with those cloths. In another custom, after the death of her 
husband the Hindu woman had to shave her head and removed the jewelry, 
specially the bracelet given by her husband at the time of marriage."* It shows the 
prevalence of the superstitious and traditional social customs in the Gujarati 
society. 
We get the evidence of a bania woman as a yogi. Pietro Delia Valle saw a 
woman standing as a hermit in the ritual of banyan tree performed by bania 
merchants.'*' Their women were much involved in religious practices. Hamilton 
gives an example of their religious leanings that a thirty years old woman was 
fasting for three months without taking anything except water to escape from 
calamity and was ultimately imprisoned by the governor of Surat. After 80 days 
"* Peter Mundy, II, pp. 34-35; Withington, p. 219. It was the rule that "no Hindu women could, 
since Akbar's tmie, immolate herself without the formal sanction of the governor, but the latter 
could only advice and delay his decision. If the woman remained firm he was bound to grant 
the permission". (Mandelslo, p. 43); Same information is given in 'Abu'l Fazl, Akbamama, ed., 
Agha Ahmad Ali and Abdur Rahim (Calcutta, 1873-87), Vol. 3, p.402 
' " Withington, pp. 219-20; German traveller Mandelslo saw a similar incident oisati of a Rajput 
woman (Mandelslo, pp. 42-43) 
"* Travemier, II, p. 162 
"'Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 37 
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living in the prison, when the traveller saw her, she was not in a good health. She 
informed him that three or four years earlier she has been fasted for 60 days for the 
120 
same reason. 
About ttieir domestic duties Rds Mala informs that after their breakfast 
banid women involved in cleaning the houses, place of worship and vessels and in 
grinding the grains. By afternoon they got some time but at that time they 
employed themselves in attending the children, combing and oiling their long hair. 
In the evening they again involved in preparing dinner and spreading the bed.'^' 
We find some similarities among Hindu and Muslim customs of marriages 
like the ceremony of cavalcade in the city, otherwise custom was totally different 
fi"om each other. Among the banid merchants the marriage took place in the same 
caste and it was the obligation of the father of the girl to search a bridegroom in a 
more noble family.'^ ^ Rds Mdla informs that the bridegroom was called as 'wwr' 
and the bride as 'Kanya\ The proposal of marriage was symbolized by a cocoanut, 
sometimes richly studded with gems. The houses were decorated and a mundup 
was erected about 20 days before the marriage.'^ ^ At the day of marriage, 
bridegroom and bride were decorated splendidly in accordance with their income. 
Banid boy wore a long white cloth with red silk border wrapped round the waist 
'^"Hamilton, 1, p. 153 
Ras Mala,p]p. 556 
'^ ,^ Ibid., pp. 615 
'^^ Ibid., pp 617,619 
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and tucked between the legs (perhaps dhoti) over it yellow body coat, a waistband 
and scarf of the same colour and a turban of red colour. He was given a 
handkerchief called 'ootureeyd' by the father of bride. A bania girl wore white 
silk bodice and a red or yellow silk petticoat, over it a long white silk scarf 
bordered and wrapped round the waist and then passed over the shoulders and 
head with heavy and costly jewelry. Besides these, the bride and bridegroom used 
to wear a bracelet made of beats on their right wrist.'^'' At night procession started 
with a group of men carrying covered dishes and baskets on their heads as gifts for 
the bride from the bridegroom followed by drums, trumpets, musicians, singers, 
dancers, female slaves, torch bearers, flags, coaches, and horses. Rose water was 
sprinkled from all sides and thus the procession went around the whole city then 
reached to the house of the bride. Ovington records the marriage rituals of 
banias that at bride's home both bride and bridegroom were seated upon two 
chairs, in opposite direction and holded the hands of each others. Their head was 
covered with a silk scarf for fifteen minutes in which they prayed for their 
happiness and after that the feast and festivity started.'^ Barbosa adds that at the 
time of their wedding they followed a great festivity continued for several days.'^^ 
At last the bride and the bridegroom circumbulate the fire pit and then the 
marriage ritual was completed. Finally the bride went to her husband's home for 
'^ ^ Ibid., p. 620; Ovington, p. 193 
125 
Ibid.,p. 621;Ibid..p. 192;Hamiltin, l,pp. 156-57;PietroDeUaValle,I,pp.30-31 
Ovington, p. 193 
'^'Barbosa, I, p. 116 
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one month and next time she met her husband at the age of twelve years. During 
the whole marriage ceremony the wedding songs were sung by the women. 
Generally the wedding songs were recited in the honour of Sita and Rukmani, 
wives of Ram and Krishna, composed by the reputed poets of Gujarat.'^' 
^^Ras Mala, p. 621, 625 
' ^ Ibid., p. 623; The Ras Mala preserves the wedding folk songs composed by one of the best 
poet of Gujarat: 
"I touch the feet of the great preceptor. 
And to Ganesh I pay obeisance. 
I pray for wealth of successfiil skill; 
by which the heart's loughing may be satisfied. 
I sing the nuptials of Ram 
The prosody's leaves who has not turned. 
Knows not how to frame the verse. 
With all my strength I will sing my song, 
O! Poets count not its faults. 
I sing the nuptials of Ram. 
Dusruth King was Ayodhya's lord. 
His heir was the illustrious Ram. 
At Janporee ruled Junukjee, the king. 
To whom a prince's royal, Seetaji, was bom. 
I sing the nuptials of Ram. 
Vyekunth's lord was their illustrious Ram, 
Seeta was mcarnate Lukshmee. 
Assuming human form the wedded; 
I smg the nuptials of ram. 
First I relate how Junuk 's daughter was bom. 
Then the story of the marriage. 
How where sages dwell on the banks ofGanga; 
So great calamity was caused by Rawan. 
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The funeral practices of the banias were very costly. Their dead body was 
washed immediately after the death. Although it was scientific but they believed 
that it contributed much in the salvation of the soul as soul suffers after the 
separation from the body till it is bumt. It was carried on the pile of wood to the 
riverside and was bumt in flame. Their ashes were thrown into the river. The pile 
wood was very costly sometimes it was of 1000 rupees.'^° At the time of 
mouming, the women crying and beating their breast violently. After that they 
used to break their bracelet which was given by her husband at the time of 
marriage.'^' The dead body of the children of bania before the age of two years 
and of the yogi was not bumt. After the funeral great feast and festival was 
arranged. The death ceremony and rituals were so expensive that it drains their 
fortunes and shattered their economy so badly that even they became poor and 
after that they never stand to wealth. Mughal encourages them because Ihey 
wanted to break their wealth power. The marriage and funeral practices adopted 
by the Muslim merchants were almost the same as of the aristocracy.'^ 
The Gujarati banias constructed several temples and other buildings during 
the period. Most important among them was the temple of Chintamani at Saraspur 
I sing the nuptials of Ram." 
'^ John Fryer, p. 101; Ovington, p. 198; Thevenot, p. 34 
'^' Ibid., p. 101; Ras Mala, p. 639 
'^ ^ Thevenot, p. 34 
Ovington, p. 194 
134 
Details are given in the chapter: 'The Life of the Aristocracy'. 
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in Ahmadabad built by Shantidas Zaveri, one of the wealthiest merchant of the 
time. It was built during the reign of Jahangir in 1622 A.D. After seven years 
when Mandelslo came in Gujarat it was in its splendor and was 'the principal 
temple of the bania'P^ It was constructed at the cost of rupees one lac. In 1644-46 
A.D. Aurangzeb, the then viceroy of Gujarat converted the portion of this temple 
1 1 / : 
into a mosque and it was given the name Quwwat-ul Islam. Shantidas made 
complains to Shah Jahan and the Emperor issued afarman that a wall should be 
raised between the temple and the pulpit of the mosque (mihrab) built by 
Aurangzeb and the main building was handover to Shantidas. But since the Jains 
were very conservative, so they could not pray in a building once desecrated by 
the Mughal prince and thus, the idol was transferred to the new building 
constructed by them. The old building was neglected by the Hindus and Jains both 
and ultimately after 260 years no remains of temple were found.'^ ^ 
The Hindu and Jain banias practiced much charity. When Jahangir visited 
Gujarat, the Emperor was much impressed by the humble nature of the Gujaratis. 
They erected walls in desire of spiritual reward. It has been witnessed that when a 
porter become tired, he placed the burden on the wall and after sometimes of 
relaxation again lifted it up. Jahangir declares that it was one of the peculiar ideas 
''^ Mandelso, pp. 23-24,101; Thevenot, pp. 13-14 
136 Ibid., pp. 24,101-102; Ibid., p. 14; Mirat, I, p. 232 
137 Thevenot, pp. 13-14; Mandelslo, p. 102; some portion of the farman is produced in S. Hasan 
Mahmud, 'The Mughals and merchant- Jeweller of Ahmadabad', PIHC, (New Delhi 1986), pp. 
303-4 
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of the Gujaratis and ordered that this type of walls should be erected in every 
flourished towns of the Empire.'^* They did not eat meat. They neither killed 
anything nor were willing to see the slaughter of any animal. They used to give 
yearfy feast of sweet milk and sugar mixed togetiier for all the flies in their 
houses''"* when the banias in their way met vdth the rows of aunt, immediately 
turned themselves to choose another way. In their houses they did not light a lamp 
at night or even in day because it destroyed the flies and if it was necessary to 
light, they lit the lamp covered with paper or cloth.''*' They respected animals on 
account of their belief in the transmigration of soul, not only from man to man but 
man to animal also on the basis of his merits and demerits in his life. However, 
they were much charitable to beasts than men. Each and every travellers, who 
came Gujarat, noticed animal hospital orpinjrapole^^^ built by banid merchants at 
Cambay, Surat and Ahmadabad. The Veterinary hospital was for the benefit of the 
animals that were sick, deprived of their mates, decayed by age or need food and 
care. After the recovery, if wild, they were abandoned and if domestic then were 
given to some pious persons or others who could charitably keep them. In 
pinjrapoles, there were birds like cocks, peacocks, pigeons, ducks and small birds 
'^r«z«;t,p.208 
'^'Barbosa,p. I l l 
"^Ovmgton,p. 178 
'"" Barbosa, I, p. 112; Thevenot, p. 36 
'*^  Pietro Delia Balle, I, p. 68; Careri, p. 165 
'"^  Pinjrapole- are generally supported and fiinded by Jain religion, it dates back from the time of 
Ashoka, as mentioned by the Arrians, (Pietro Delia Valle, 1, p. 68 notes) 
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and beasts like cow calves, goats, oxen, camels, horses, dogs, mice, cats, bugs, 
flies and other vermins were kept for perfect health.''*^ These hospitals were run by 
the common funds of the Jain and Hindu merchant's community. Mahajans of the 
bania merchants taxed its members and took a small fixed amount from every 
bania in order to run these pinjrapoles}^^ This charity extended by banms was 
accounted as an act of great reputation and virtues. The livelihoods of workmen 
who take care of the animals were maintained by the public alms.*'** The bania 
merchants bought the animal from the Muslims and Christians to avoid slaughters 
and never sold them to the butcher.''*^ They had special veneration for the 
monkeys.'^* 
There was a sect among Jains knovra asfagir, who was noticed by every 
European travellers. They were Shevras}'^^ mentioned in Mirat-i Ahmadi, who 
"" Ovington, p. 177; Pietro Delia Valle, I, pp. 67, 68, 70; Ralph Fitch, Early Travels, p. 14, 
Careri, p. 165; Thevenot, pp. 16,18; Travemier, I, p. 64 
145 
146 
Ashin Das Gupta, Indian Merchant, pp. 79,80 
Ovington, p. 177; Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 68 
'^ ^ Thevenot, p. 16; Ashin Das Gupta, Indian Merchant, pp. 79-80 
^^ Travemier describes an event regarding bania's. love with monkeys. Once in Ahmadabad he 
was with the Dutch commander who recently came to Gujarat He shooted a monkey sitting on 
a tree, since Perhaps he was ignorant of the Gujarati custom. A great uproar of banias aroused. 
They came to complaint against him and demanded his resignation. After so much apology, 
they forgave him (Travemier, I, pp. 63-64) 
Shevro (Guj.) Jain- an individual particular order of mendicants who allow the hair of their 
heads to grow (M. P. Belsare, An Etymological Gujarati dictionary, 2"^  edition, (New Delhi, 
1986), p. 1091 
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followed and worshipped Parasnath.'^" Jahangir called them 'sanyasV and 
declared that they belonged to a superior class of mendicants.' 151 
As far the religious beliefs of the Muslim merchants, they were very strict, 
especially in observing namaz (prayer) and roza (fast), John Fryer writes that at 
the time of prayer they washed their hands and feet to perform the prayer.'^ ^ More 
likely he mentions ablution {yvazu). They also used to give charity. The author of 
^^Mirat (Suppl), pp. 135-36 
'"rw2MA:,p.237. 
They were called as faqir by the natives but European called them as ash man because generally 
they covered their body with ashes of cow dung from head to toe. They had no permanent 
habitation, stayed in the field, streets, in the porches, court of temples and under the trees and 
lie upon the ground or mat. They never cut their hairs and nails. Sometimes their nails were as 
long as the finger and even three four mches long. Most of the time they were completely naked 
and some of them only hide their private parts with a piece of cloth or covered themselves with 
sheet. They lived in a group, when the European travellers describe the yogis, it seems that it 
was the same faqir because all the habits and characteristics were the same. However, Godinho 
says that the yogis were stricter. They lived on food provided by the Shravaka bania (a Jain 
sect) or sometimes fi'om the fixed houses. They were found in diflFerent postures like standing 
with one hand, raised for several years. They demanded alms fearlessly as much as they like. 
They used cobra stone which was the best anti poison for the bite of any poisonous animals. 
They did not marry and lived a life of chastity at least m appearance. However, a number of 
ladies revered them. They were mendicants who observe celibacy and had knowledge of 
astrology. Some of them were called Dhandias, who did not believe in images. In their special 
period called Pachusan, they were forbidden to take food and drink for fiill 40 days. They used 
to walk barefooted and kept a piece of cloth on their mouth, so as not to harm any insects. They 
neither lighted the lamp at night nor kindled fire for cooking, so as not to kill any living 
creatures like the banias. fTuzuk, p. 237; Mirat (Suppl), pp. 135-36 ; Godinho, pp. 130-33; 
Careri, pp. 164-65; Pietro Delia Valle, I, pp. 37-38, 99, 105-06; Hamilton, 1, pp. 151-52; John 
Fryer, pp. 102-03; Ovington, p. 211, William Fuich, Early Travels, p. 135) 
'^ ^ John Fryer, p. 93 
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Ma 'asir-ul Umara informs us that the Shia Bohras were helping their own tribe 
{qaum-e-khud) by depositing zaMt to the learned men, who in turn distributed 
them among the poor's of the Bohras community. Besides these, they used to 
send l/5th of their property {mat) to the Syeds of Madina.'^^ 
Reference disclosed a peculiar custom among the Bohras that there was a 
yearly feast but the time was known only to the members of the community. It has 
been said that after the feast both men and women went to a dark room and 
enjoyed one another's company for some hours which considered lawful only for 
this feast. Aurangzeb ordered to stop such type of gatherings. But it was continued 
and practiced by the community.'^ 
Conclusively, although these business communities belonged to different 
caste, sects and religions but each group had their distinguished socio-cultural 
norms and had closer business connections too. At the time of crisis, strikes or to 
overthrow the officers, they stand together in spite of having different socio-
cultural values. These business groups evolved an exclusive culture of merchant 
ethos and mentality such as the manner of speech and writing, tricks of dealing 
with the public and the officials, rituals and superstitions related to business etc.. 
Thus, although bania merchants had their own traditional way of living, dressing, 
eating and performing ceremony but sometimes influenced by the culture of other 
Ma'asir-ul Umara, I, pp. 240-41 
'^Hamilton, 1, pp. 149-50 
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merchant communities and of aristocracy too. However, we find an amalgamation 
of cultures in Mughal Gujarat. These business communities were interconnected 
by many ways and their organization, mahajan, arranged several programme for 
health, education, sanitation and general welfare of the people.'^^ The culture of 
Gujarat was dominated by these rising middle class and wherever the Gujarati 
merchants travelled they were respectfully received due to their distinctive culture. 
155 N.R. Sheth, 'Theoretical Framework', in Dwijendra Tripathi (ed.). Business Communities, p. 
23 
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V THE LOWER CLASSES 
CHAPTER V 
THE LOWER CLASSES 
Besides aristocracy and the merchant communities, the other dominant 
commimity consisted of the artisans and unskilled labourers formed the proletariat 
in Mughal Gujarat. The artisans attached with the textile industry were skilled in 
various professions such as cloth dyers, bleachers, weavers, washers etc. In 
addition there were blacksmiths, brick and mansion makers, potters and tile 
makers, tailors, oil pressure and carpenter etc. The skilled artisans were busy in 
manufacturing indigo, glass flasks, bangles, salt peters, lacquer ware, swords, 
gold and silver ornaments, paper, soap, sugar, gum lack and agates goods etc' 
Like merchants, the artisan class comprised Hindu, Muslim and Parsi 
community. The Hindu artisans belonged from the lowest caste and were illiterate 
and poor. Their profession was mostly hereditary. The menial workers like barber, 
ink bearer, washermen and others were classed as Shudras.^ As for the Muslim 
artisans, they were generally weavers come from the lowest Indian castes and 
tribes and in course of time converted to Islam, Another reason for their 
conversion to Islam may be to follow the religion of the ruler, thus political and 
economic. John Fryer mentions that the Muslim could eat and pray together, but 
' Shirin Mehta, op. cit., in Dwijendra Tripathi (ed.). Business Communities, P. 178; Gokhle, op. 
cit., pp. 36,45; Makrand Mehta, op. cit., p. 22 
^Ras Mala, p. 53S 
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could not marry to another group even among the Muslims; for example, a Hanafl 
felt great shame to offer his daughter to Shafai? However, it has been assured that 
the Muslim artisans were also the subject of bureaucratic oppression and economic 
exploitation, just like the artisans of the Hindus. Their lifestyle except the religious 
matter was almost the same as of the other communities of their class. So a new 
change was occurred in the composition of artisan class after the inclusion of 
Muslims. 
Another dominant class was of the Parsis, who immigrated to hidia and 
first settled at the coastal region of Gujarat.^  Then they moved to different places 
and were settled in a larger number at the town of Nausari in sarkar Surat.^  In fact 
they established their colonies between the two important ports of Daman and 
Broach at some small commercial centres and ports like Nausari, Gandevi, Bulsar, 
Rander, Ankleswar, Diu, Daman and Cambay.^ Basically they were agriculturist,* 
but during the seventeenth century A.D. on the increased demands of goods, they 
became middlemen (broker) and the traders (merchants).' They were commonly 
' John Fryer, p. 92 
* Gokhle, op. cit., p. 35 
' Majumdar, op. cit., p. 247; Ovington, p. 216 
* John Jordain, p. 128 and Notes; Irfen Habib, An Atlas of the Mughal Empire (New Delhi, 1982) 
Amalendu Guha, 'More about the Parsi Sheths', in Dwijendra Tripathi (ed.). Business 
Communities, pp. 112-14 
* Ibid., p. 112 
Surendra Gopal, 'Social Setup of Science and Technology in Mughal India', JIHS, Vol. 4, (New 
Delhi, 1969), p. 57 
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known as weavers in Mughal Gujarat. Thus they were tiie principal and skilled 
men working on the looms at Surat.**^  They were experts in embroidery work too. 
Broach and Nausari bafias were made by them." Although they were primarily 
cultivators, but very soon acquired mastery in weaving. Perhaps, it was because 
there was no boundation for them as was in the case of Hindus and Muslims. In 
addition to cultivators and weavers, they were good carpenters and ship builders, 
having mastery in ivory and agates works since they were very industrious and 
diligent.'^ 
Most of the artisans were selling their products through the brokers. 
Sometimes they were being exploited by the brokers.''' It was not only the brokers 
but the bania merchants who exploited them by extending advance payment for 
the purchase of raw materials.'^ Generally the artisans consisted the bellow middle 
class and poor strata but also some exception was there and enjoyed better 
condition. According to Surendra Gopal there were two types of artisans, one who 
enjoyed the patronage of royal family, nobility, bureaucracy, but were not free to 
"'Ovington,p.219 
" Hamilton, I, p. 160 
'^  Surendra Gopal, Commerce and Craft in Gujarat, (New Delhi, 1975), p. 20; Makrand Mehta, 
op. cit., p. 22 
" Hamilton, 1, p.l60;Ovington, p.219; Makrand Mehta, op. cit, p. 34 
Gokhle, op. cit., p. 45 
Makrand Mehta, op. cit., p. 22 
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their own will, while the second category engaged themselves in the professions 
of goldsmith and jewelery but were not so significant to make any impact.'^ 
These artisans were the members of the great cooperative guilds which 
were self administrative institution just like the guild of merchants and traders 
known as Mahajan. Artisan's guild was known as Panch and their head was called 
17 
Patel in contrast to mahajans of merchants and its head Sheth. Obeviously, the 
position of Patel was lower than the Sheth, but in some matter of dispute Sheth 
was consulted by the Patel}^ In the smaller towns and villages, the people of same 
profession from the samQjati (caste) formed a. jati panch ayat known as Panch. 
The membership of the panch was based on the jati and occupational 
subdivision.'^ There were panch of weavers, tile makers and brick makefs panch. 
There were middlemen working in between the great merchants and the petty 
artisans. So panch was divided into two types, the punch of intermediate artisans, 
and petty artisan's panch. Former were having skill and technical knowledge and 
generally consisted the goldsmiths and dyers but the latter displayed the 
knowledge of low skill such as labourers, potters, tailors, carpenters etc.^ ° The 
organization mainly dealt with the professional and economic matters of the 
members, but showing concern in all aspects of life whether it was social, political 
Gopal, op. cit, p. 242 
'^  H. G. Briggs, The Cities ofGujarashtra (Bombay, 1949), p. 18; Pearson, op. cit., p. 123 
'* Shirin Mehta, op. cit., in Dwijendra Tripathi, (ed.), Business Communities, p. 178 
" Pearson, op. cit., p. 123 
"^ Shirin Mehta, op. cit., in Dwijendra Tripathi, (ed.), Business Communities, p. 178 
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or economic. Sometimes the organizations discouraged initiative and innovations, 
probably due to their boundation with the hereditary occupations. In time of 
difficult}', especially on part of the petty artisans, the panch discussed the matter 
for equality with the higher caste. Thus ^Q panch invested their members with the 
sense of dignity.^ ^ There was a close relationship between the Mahajans and the 
panch s but sometimes conflicts also aroused. Since the artisans were provided 
raw material by the merchants in advance, thus in return they had to deliver the 
products at the agreed time and price to the merchants. Sometimes these artisans 
were paid on the basis of items. Thus they were considered as paid labourers. 
However when they bought raw material and sold the products directly to the 
merchants, they became beneficiary.^ ^ 
As they were united by the powerful mechanism of panch, so could not be 
dominated beyond certain point. There was a close contact among the members. 
Shirin Mehta writes that in 1860 A.D., weaver panch decided to sell handloom 
fabrics directly through their own agents to the foreign markets .^ '^  Further the 
organization directly dealt with the authority too. When in 1846, Ahmadabad 
municipality decided to levy pie tax on donkey load of bricks, the brick maker 
'^ Ibid., pp. 170, 177; Dwijendra Tripathi and Makrand Mehta, op. cit., in Dwijendra Tripathi, 
(ed.), Business Communities, p. 158 
^^  ShJrin Mehta, op. cit., in Dwijendra Tripathi, (ed.). Business Communities, p. 177 
"ibid., p. 178 
^^Ibid 
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panch denied to supply the goods?^ We have some other examples of their 
collective action. English Factory Records mentions difficulties in buying cotton 
yam from Broach and informs that upon the last investment the weavers of Broach 
grew into a mutiny, combined among themselves not to bring any bafta to our 
house until we gave them in writing not to buy cotton yam from otfier places.^^ 
However, although they were not as strong as mahajans but held certain powers 
by which they were connected to the merchants and sometimes to the authority 
also. 
Generally the lowest class was called Shudras. In fact the person who did 
menial duties called Shudra. The tribes like bheels, koolies, meenas, mairs and 
many others were considered as Shudras. They were not allowed to abandon their 
hereditary professions. So a tailor or any other artisan, although was rich but did 
not allowed their children to advance beyond their professions. Even they could 
not marry them out of their own community or a family of different trade.^ * 
There was one very important menial caste in Mughal Gujarat noticed by 
almost all the European travellers known as halalkhprs. In Persian, the term 
^'Ibid., p. 179 
*^ EFI,1634-36,p.290 
^''Ras Mala, p. 53S 
28 
Travernier, I, p. 145;pelsaert, p. 60 
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signifies 'Eat alls' or 'eater at large'.^' They used to eat ail kinds of flesh or fish. 
In Indian language they termed as der or dher?° They were one of the lowest 
castes. Thus all people abhorred them not only in touchmg but even conversing 
with them. Their profession was either begging or exercising the sordid type of 
duties.^' They were most contemptible but extremely useful because they were 
employed for cleaning the houses and sweeping the streets. They got their monthly 
payment according to their work. They carried the dirt and the dung with the help 
of asses, washed dead bodies and transported them to the proper place. They 
cleaned every house twice a day and reported day today happenings of the town to 
the kotwal}^ The culprits were brought to the prison by these halalkhors. John 
Fryer records one incident that once a goldsmith was found guilty of fraud, he was 
brought to the prison on the back of an ass by the halalkhors?^ Such employments 
were an abomination to the Muslims and defile to the banias. Thus they were very 
important for these works. They avoided the touching of anyone for the fear that 
when he will touch a man of higher caste, they defiled them {halalkhors) by their 
touch and will be put under the trouble of purification.^ '* However the condition of 
^' Ovington, p. 223. Halalkhors, literally means one who eats what is halal, or lawfully killed. 
This word is said to have been invented by the Emperor Akbar (Ovington, p. 223 and notes) 
^^  Dher- who did menial work and were entrusted the duty of carrying the letters. It was one of 
the lowest castes among Hindus. (Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 113 notes.) 
'^ Pietro Delia Valle, I, pp. 113-14 
^^  Ovington, p.223; Travemier, 2, p. 146; Gokhle, op. cit.,p.64 
" John Fryer, p. 97 
*^ Ovington, p. 223 
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halalkhors was miserable during the period. The other servants, who carried the 
vessels of drinking water or the pipe of tobacco, were asked by the masters to 
perform the services of halalkhors too. However, the slaves were bound to obey 
the order of their masters. Besides, there were other menial castes like dhobis 
(washermen), leather dressers, kumhars, dhirmars, fishermen and palanquin 
bearers. The dhobis used asses to carry cloth just like the halalkhors who carried 
dirt and dung on their asses. These entire menial class breeded pigs and used them 
for food.^ ^ 
A literary work Ras Mala based on oral traditions, records that the Muslims 
were considered the lowest caste even by the dhers (the lowest casts among the 
Hindus). Rasmala sensitized the ancient concept of mlechch by narrating a story 
that once a Muslim ruler asked his Hindu minister about the lowest caste of all. 
The minister hesitated to reply and accompanied the ruler to the locality of the 
dhers and asked them that Padshah wanted to deprive you of your caste and 
wanted to make you a Muslim. The dher in his greatest terror shouted that if we 
have offended your majesty, punished us by beating, levying fines, and even hang 
us if you like but do not make us Muslim. The Badshdh smiled and said to his 
minister that it means "the lowest caste is that to which I belong"." The author of 
Rasmala would have us to believe that even the lowest caste among the Hindus 
Travemier, II, p. 146 
Ibid., p. 146 and notes 
^''Ras Mala, p. 538 
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were not ready to convert themselves to Islam. But the contemporary accounts 
furnish ample evidences about the conversion of artisans and menial classes into 
Islam. 
Other than the menial communities, there were marginal groups in Mughal 
Gujarat like beggars, paupers and criminals. Manucci informs us that in the 
kingdom of Akbar there were different kinds of poors known as faqirs lived on 
alms.'* We find the references in Mirat-i Ahmadi and Tuzuk-i Jahangiri about the 
presence of faqirs (darveshes) in Mughal Gujarat.^' The faqirs were known as be-
qaida means 'liberated' and be-tars means 'fearless'. Former was very rude in 
manner, while the latter begged forcefiiUy often showing sharp knife. They usually 
collected alms from the shops of banias.*^ Often they knocked the doors of banias 
and asked them for killing of rats and snacks of their houses. The banias to avoid 
their entries in their houses payed them handsomely."*' Among the Muslims they 
were known as darveshes, who relinquished the world and spent their days in 
solitude and spent their life in contemplation and longtime fasting."*^  They were 
'* Manucci, I, p. 142 
^^ Mirat (SuppL), p.l87 ; Tuzuk, p229 
^ Manucci, I, pp. 142-43. Manucci narrates the daring attitude of these faqirs that when Jahangir 
was passing through the crowd of these medicants (faqirs) in Ahmadabad. After seeing the 
Emperor, they cried, "oh! You eat by yourself and drink without sharing with us". On hearing 
that the king sat among them by eating and drinking with music. They criticized him for the 
governance and the king heard patiently. (Manucci, I, p. 168) 
•" Barbosa, I, pp. 111-12 
"^  Terry, Early Travels, p. 319 
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respected by the Emperors and the nobles and got charity from them/^ Travemier 
mentions that the governors respected these darveshes and used to send their 
food.'*^  Whenever they got foods from the superiors, immediately they distributed 
it among themselves without reserving anything for the next day/^ They used to 
live in a group in a half naked condition. Usually it was an orange cotton cloth by 
which they made their waistband to hide."^ Fryer informs that their most civilian 
dress was a flesh colour vests like that of brick maker's frocks. They used the 
skins of lions, tigers or leopards as cloth. Often they put it on their shoulders and 
was often used as mattresses. They fashioned their hair like turban and some of 
them grew their nails like bird's claws.'*'' 
These ^ ^rr5 had no house of their own like the shevras of Jain. In the day 
time they sat under the shade of the tree, while at night slept on the warm ashes 
with which they besmeared their bodies."** They were seen well armed, mostly 
with bows and arrows and some with muskets, knife and short pikes and other 
kinds of weapons also."*' They behaved like the plunderer than beggars. In the 
night tiiey came in troops with a great pole, mirchal, or peacocks tail, and a wallet 
*^Mirat (SuppL), p. 187 ; Tuzuk, p229 
*" Travemier, I, p. 68 
'•'ibid., pp. 68-69 
•" Ibid., p. 67; Terry, Early Travels, p. 319 
" John Fryer, p. 95; Travemier, I, p. 67; Terry, Early Travels, p. 319 
Ibid.; Terry, Early Travels, p. 319 
49 
Travemier, I, p. 67; Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 94 
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and went to the markets forcefiiUy demanding alms from the shopkeepers and 
never returned with empty hands/^ Pietro Delia Valle saw a group of beggars, 
sitting in front of the door of the gate of the mosque asking alms and got some rice 
and other corns but no money. He further reports that he had seen many people 
roaming on road, begging ahns with the sound of a trumpet and most of them 
armed with bows and arrows. They frequently robbed the highway passers to 
whom they found alone or unarmed.^' 
hi Mughal Gujarat there were criminals also and most of them were 
Rajputs. They were remarkably noticed by the European travellers because during 
their travels they had to face these highways robbers. It is said that before the 
conquest of Gujarat by Mughals, the Rajputs were the nobles of the province but 
in course of time they involved in robbery. They attacked the passengers on 
highways with sharp weapons like swords, lances, bows and arrows, short pikes, 
bucklers but they used no fire arms.^ ^ Travellers like Peter Mundy, Mandelslo and 
Tevenot confronted with these robbers on the highway, while travelling from 
Ahmadabad to Agra. To escape their furies, all the people whether hidians or 
foreigners used to travel in qdfila. The Mughals arranged special protection for the 
'"JohnFryer, P. 95 
" Pietro Delia Valle, I, pp. 69, 94 
" Witnington, Early Travels, p. 199 
" Peter Mundy, II, p. 41; Mandelslo, p. 51 
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travellers.^'' The Rajputs and the koolies forcefully entered towns and villages and 
carried away their cattle's and grains by killing the inhabitants. The people 
purchased their property by giving some payment called "grass" or "wof.^ ^ Thus 
they were called as "'grassias'"^ who were busy in theft and highway robbery." 
Thevenot himself paid to these grassias on his way to Ahmadabad.^ * Although 
earlier he was advised to take charani'^ with the wife of same tribe. As the 
idolaters respected them, so when the robbers came near them they used to cut 
their throat. Thevenot fUrther says that it did not happened from a long time as it 
was said that tiie charans contracted the robbers by giving some money. People 
had to purchase their safety by paying money to the charans^ 
There were several kinds of punishments to these criminals proposed by the 
Mughals. Once Shahjahan ordered to be transfer them to the other side of the river 
Indus. In 1645 A.D. when an official of a Dutch Factory was robbed at Surat, he 
complained and demanded high compensation from the State. Shahjahan issued an 
order that the Dutch should be compensated. However, the Dutch made a profit of 
^ Ibid; ibid. 
"i?asA/a/a, p. 566 
'* Grassias- They were Rajput chief. {Ras Mala, p. 570) 
" Ras Mala, p. 566; Thevenot, p. 20 
'* Thevenot, p. 20 
" Charans- They were found in all over Gujarat. They acted as guard to travellers and goods. 
Their persons were held sacred and it was believed that a charan 's blood brought ruin on him 
who caused to it be split. (Thevenot, p. 19 notes) 
"Thevenot, p. 19 
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1000 rupees and the authority had to pay the loss.^' Due to this reason, probably, 
the Mughal officers paid much attention for the protection of the travellers. 
Several governors strengthened the fortifications of the province and stationed the 
soldiers in the thanas. Kotwal was accountable for all the robberies in the towns. 
Thus the kotwal used to punish even the family members of the robbers.^ ^ During 
Jahangir's visit to Gujarat, the Emperor saw that a kotwal caught a thief {duzd) 
who had committed several thefts before. Each time as a punishment, his one part 
of the body was ordered to be cut off, but even though he continued doing the 
same. Jahangir ordered to handover the thief to the deceased {maqtul), so that they 
might retaliate on him. '^' 
The other Mughal officer, faujdar was responsible to check the highway 
robberies by deploying the soldiers along the roadside.^ ^ Aurangzeb issued a 
farman regarding the punishment of the thieves that if a person once commits theft 
he is not liable to punishment but if he was being proved by the law a thief, he 
should be punished. If he repeatedly commits theft, he should be kept in prison. As 
a punishment he will be flogged till he repents. If he not deterred himself and 
commits theft again, he should be permanently kept in prison and should be 
sentenced to death. Stolen wealth should be given back to its owner after legal 
61 
62 
Manucci, I, p. 196-97 
Ras Mala, p. 566 
" Thevenot, p.28 
Tuziik, p. 214 
*^  Ovington, p. 139 
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proof if he presents, otherwise it should be preserved in the public treasury (bait-ul 
maf).^^ For the crime done by grassias and Rajputs, Aurangzeb issued a far man 
that: 
"Girasias and zamindars who are mischievous (mufsid), rebellious {mutamarrid) and 
established offenders should be killed for the public benefit. They should be punished on 
evidence against them"/^ 
Besides Rajputs and Grassias, there were another group of people busy in 
highway robberies and taking illegal taxes from the people. They were bailiffs or 
servants serving without salary. In 1689 A.D. chief Qazi Khwaja Abdullah 
reported to Aurangzeb for their (bailiffs) crime and order was issued that their 
employment should be maintained and if they again did it, should be punished. 
However, the evidences refer a large number of other criminals such as 
grave digger (nabbash), gambler (qamarbdz), drinker (khumdrkash), adulterer 
(zanryan), sodomite {aghlaniydn), murderer (qatil), innovator {mardam basu-e-
bidat), and prisoners (mahbusana) etc. A firman was issued by Aurangzeb for the 
punishment of these criminals with certain terms and conditions.^' 
Since the lower classes were worst neglected in the society, thus evidences 
shed not much light on their culture. About their food habits, it is said that they ate 
every things but generally they ate khichri made of green pulse mixed with 
^ Mirat,\,\,.29A 
^' Ibid., p. 295 
*^  Ibid., p. 336 
''' Ibid., pp. 295-98; John Fryer, p.97 
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rice without butter and fish, found every where in abundance^^ They were 
considered untouchable thus if they touched the food prepared for the 
Brahmans then it was left to consume by the shudras. They were not allowed to 
dress themselves in handsome cloths. Generally they lived naked, covering only 
their privities with a little cloth. Plain white linen was used for their garments and 
shirts. Sometimes even women lived almost naked without any shy. Slaves used to 
wear only white linen which was fine but very cheap. They were not allowed to 
built houses of high standard. Their houses were built of mud with thatched roofs 
of the leaves of palm tree.^ ^ 
The outcastes, mostly, followed the Hindu religion and were the follower of 
kubeer, who proclaimed that one caste was in no way different from another. '''* 
However, Pietro Delia Valle says that they were atheist who possibly holds 
7S 
everything lawful. 
The religion of Parsi artisans was quite different from the Muslims and 
Hindus, as they (Parsis) worshipped the sun and the fire and always kept burning 
fire for devotion and believed that if fire went out, the world would be ended.'^ 
™ Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 42; Pelsaert, p. 61 
' ' Ras Mala, p. 538, 540 
72 Pietro Delia Valle, I, pp. 42, 65-66 
" Pelsaert, p.61 ;Ovington, p. 130 
""^ Ras Mala, p. 53S 
''Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 114 
'"' John Jordain, p. 128; John Fryer, p. 117 
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The highest priest of the Parsis was called dastur and the office of the priest was 
hereditary. They practiced the concept of "not to kill any beast or living 
creatures" and followed Hindu ceremonies. Like the Hindus, they used to live 
together with father and after the death of father same respect was paid to the 
eldest brother.''* The marriages were performed in the manner of banias with much 
pomp, ostentation and expenses.^ ^ Their funeral or burial was different from the 
others. They did not burry their dead but carried it into the open field generally on 
the bank of the river. They used to expose their dead on a circular tower, open on 
top and walled high which was made for the burial purpose and was known as the 
"towers of silence" where the fowls ate their flesh but not the beast or dogs.**' 
The marriages of the lower classes were performed within their own caste 
and religion as well as within the same professions or trades. Thus a son of a baker 
shall marry a baker's daughter only. Like banias of the upper class, child 
marriage was prevalent among the lower classes. Withington informs that 
sometimes they promised to knot the nuptial even before the birth of their child.*^ 
Rasmala supplemented that the Kurwa Koonbees who used to contract the 
" Ovington, p. 219 and notes. 
78 
79 
80 
John Fryer, pp. 117-18 
Hamilton, I, p. 159; Ovington, p. 220 
John Jordain, p. 128 and notes; Hamilton, I, p. 159; Ovington, p. 220; John Fryer, p. 11? 
Withington, Early Travels, p. 221; Travemier, II, p. 145; Pelsaert, p. 60 
'^Ibid. 
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marriages of their unborn children. A shepherd caste known as 'Bhurwads' also 
contracted the marriages of their children at the age of two or three months. They 
(shepherd) purchased a piece of land from the Rajput chief or other ruling class 
upon which they erected an omamental wooden platform called the "marriage 
pillar" where their wedding ceremony was performed.^ '* Rasmala provides 
information that during the marriage the children of the poorest class of Hindus 
were invariably ornamented by a necklace made of an alternate gold and coral 
beats which was sometimes borrowed or hired.*^ The bridegroom was called ' Wur 
Raja'"' who was attended by his friend whose title was "'unwaf who was the purse 
bearer and purchaser of the mamage gift of bridegroom also. 
The dead bodies of these or lower classes were generally lie unburied, until 
by submission their caste fellow carry out the corpse to the funeral pyre. 
The women of the lower classes did not observe parda (veil) and were 
freely seen at home as well as out of their homes also. While parda became 
prevalent among the native women of all sects in Mughal India, due to the 
influence of the Muslim custom of veiling, except those of the low castes and 
*' Ras Mala, p. 616. It was common for two neighbours in Mughal Gujarat to agree that their 
children in case of being boy and girl shall be married to each other. [Ras Mala, p. 616) 
"ibid., pp. 616-17 
*' Ibid., p. 620 
** Ibid., pp. 620-21 
" Ibid., p. 539 
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Parsi women.** In view of Majumdar even the Muslim lower class women did not 
observed pardaP The reason behind not observing parda may be their 
participation in professional works. About their involvement in the profession of 
spinning, Mirat-i Ahmadi mentions the poor women as a spinner by saying that: 
"who (women) had spinning wheel (charkha) on head and a child in an armpit whose 
over a belly heated with fire of starvation due to want of bread (nan) and whose back 
(pusht) and side (pahlu) got stuck together like a dry thin bread, thin and lean...".'" 
It is further mentioned by Mirat-i Ahmadi that widow (bewd) were 
generally living on spinning.^' This is attested by the folk songs in Gujarati that 
even high class widow maintained themselves spinning without leaving their 
homes.^ ^ Since Gujarat was a centre of textile industry, women were busy in 
spirming along with their men. It was very common for daughter in law and 
mother in law to spin during the leisure hours.'^ The autobiography of Ratanbai of 
Kaira which was first brought into light by Mahatma Gandhi in his Navjivana (25^' 
May, 1924), mentions that spinning wheel was the source of livelihood not for 
widows only but for the married women also. She gave her own example that 
when she and her husband was burdened with debt, both of them stucked to the 
S8 Pietro Delia Valle, I, p. 46 and notes. 
** Majumdar, op. cit., p. 164 
^MirSt, n, p. 501 
^^Mirat(Suppl.),p.$7 
^ Majumdar, op. cit, p. 193, C. f., "WN^ ^^^\m ^ Wm ^ WRT iftrm "Wm" 
'^ Ibid., p. 194 
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spinning wheel religiously and within a short time were able to pay their debts.^ '* 
Barbosa found a large number of washer women in Cambay involved in doing 
cunning work.'^ However, the lower class women were also working as a dancers 
and sometimes charans women served with their male members as a protector of 
the travellers on highways. 
About the property rights of the lower class women, the Cambay 
Documents documented the evidence, first noticed by Farhat Hasan, that on 
thirteenth July, 1730 A.D., Haridas, a goldsmith died in Ahmadabad. Two fifth of 
his property was divided according to sharia among his two sons Lodha and Bhola 
and one fifth to his daughter Rupkuwar, as the share of daughter according to 
sharia in family property in half the share of the son.'^ It seems from the evidence 
that not only the elite merchant followed sharia but sometimes it was followed by 
the artisan class also. It was possible only due to the Mughals influence on the 
Gujarati society. Even in the lower class there was a mixture of culture. 
The labourers used to sing pious songs, mixture of holy rhymes, fi-om the 
dawn till the dark when they were engaged in their works and manual occupations. 
During their work they sincerely pronounced the sacred ballad. Sometimes it was 
repeated alternately and sometimes by the single person, and others replied in 
chorus without the intermission. This kept them active and exercised devotion in 
"^Ibid. 
Barbosa, I, p. 142 
** Cambay Documents, NAI, 2695/27; Farhat Hasan, op. cit., p. 73 
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their works.'^  Thus in the rich cultural heritage of Gujarat, the people of these 
lower classes also contributed by following their own traditional way of living. 
'"'Ovington, pp. 172-73 
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V I THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
CHAPTER VI 
THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
Gujarat has been a seat of learning and culture from the ancient days. The 
rulers like Mahmud Begada, Muzaffar Shah II and Muzaffar Shah HI of 
independent Gujarat were the men of literary taste.' Mahmud Begada constructed 
a mosque and a madrasa of high standard.^ In the reign of Muzaffar Shah II the 
learned men from Persia, Arabia and Turkey came and settled in Gujarat.^  They 
established different cultural canvass which has been continued till the annexation 
of Gujarat by the Mughals. In fact it received a fresh impetus under the Mughal 
governor of Abdur Rahim Khan-i Khana.* A large number of intellectuals, literati 
and physicians flocked in his court. Manucci informs that in the reign of Shah 
Jahan, Ahmadabad emerged as an important seat of learning and attracted a 
number of students from far and wide.^ According to the author of Mirat-i 
Ahmadi: 
' Muhammad Qasim Hindu Shah Fffishta, Tarikh-i Firishta, Nawal KIshore edition (Kanpur, 
1874), Vol. 2, p. 214; Eng. tr. J. Briggs, History of the Rise of the Mahomedan Power in India-
till the YearA.D 1612, (Calcutta, 1909-10), Vol. IV, p. 97; S. M. Jaffar, Education in Muslim 
India, (New Delhi, 1936), p. 71 
^Mra/,I, p. 60 
^ Tarikh-i Firishta, II, p.214 
•* Tirmizi, Some Aspects, p. 88 
' Manucci, II, p. 224 
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The Sultans of Gujarat were zealous in propagating the faith of Islam defending it, and 
so many learned divines, sages, and men of righteousness (JJlama wa Fuzala) from 
various places were invited with all honour to settle in land, and they were given 
generous stipends and royal patronage. Some of them yearning to preach to the people 
came over of their own record and settled here".* 
In another place he writes: 
"during the reign of Sultans of Gujarat, all sorts of men, nobles, Syeds, great, sufis, 
respected ulmas, and adventurous traders {sadat, mashaikh karam, ulma wa shorfa, 
najba, tijarat-peshgan) of different countries- Arabia, Persia, Syria, Rum, Sind and 
Hindustan came from time to time and settled here, attracted by the beneficence, justice, 
equity and piety of its rulers".' 
During the time of the Mughals the Gujarat benefitted by the learned men 
and scholars like Abdul Latif, Abul Fatah and Maulana Ahmad. Abdul Latif 
received education under the guidance of Muhammad. Sufi Mazandarani, the 
celebrated poet, mystic and traveller, and settled down at Ahmadabad. It was the 
influence of his teacher that he compiled his work 'Khulasatush Shu 'ara' in 1612-
13 A.D.* Abul Fatah Askari, son in law of Mir Syed Muhammad of Jaunpur, the 
great mahdawi was bom at Ahmadabad in 1591-92 A.D.' He was a Sufi and a 
teacher and was invited by Aurangzeb to Delhi where he received grants as a 
reward for his teaching."^ Maulana Ahmad, son of Suleman of Ahmadabad was a 
great scholar in the field of science and traditions.",|There was another teacher 
^MiratiSupplt.),^.2A 
'ibid., p. 128 
^ Badshahnama, I (II), p. 446; Tirmizi, Some Aspects, pp. 85,89,90 
' Ain, I, p. 167; Tabaqat-i Akbari, p. 395; Ma'asir-ul Umara, II (I), p. 120; Tirmizi, Some 
Aspects, lip. 90-\00 
Tirmizi, Some Aspects, p. 100 
^^Mirat(Supplt.),p. 102 
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with the same name Maulana Ahmad better known as Makhdum Bohra, son of 
Muhammad bin Qasim resided at Nahrwala (Pattan).'^ Abdul Wahab, Qazi-ul 
Qnzzat of Pattan was well versed in the Islamic science, ihe fiqah}^ Shaikh 
Nuruddin was a genius person of the time. His fame as a talented Arabic scholar 
spread far and wide and students flocked him to learn. He was an accomplished 
pious and generous, a versatile author and commentator. Qdzi Muhammad 
Nizamuddin Khan was a scholar of repute. He was a good Mathematician, a prose 
writer, a poet, and a Hafiz}^ Syed Muhammadd Mahbub Alam taught by his own 
father was a scholar, sufi, mudarns and ascetic. Shaikh Hasan Muhammad used to 
teach the students for forty one years. His two daughters Bibi Khadija and Bibi 
Aisha, sumamed Achhi Ma (a virtuous lady) were devoted to the reading of the 
Quran and working wonders.'^ Another most popular scholar of the time was 
Miyan Wajihuddin Gujarati whose ancestor Syed Bahauddin came from Arabia 
and settled in Gujarat. He was a disciple of Shaikh Muhammad Ghaus Gwaliari.'^ 
He learned various branches of knowledge and was well versed in theoretical and 
'^  Ibid., p. 119 
^^Ma'asir-ul Umara, II , (I), pp. 235-36 
^^Mirat (Supplt.), pp. 57-58 
" Ibid., p. 60 
'* Ibid., p. 75 
Surges,, Muhammadan Architecture, II, p. 53; Abdul Qadir Badayuni, MUntakhab-ut 
Tawarikh, ed., Ali Ahmad and W.N. Lees, (Calcutta, 1864-69) III, pp. 43-44; Mirat (Supplt.), 
p. 69; Iqbalnama-i Jahangiri, pp. 108-9 
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4 A 
traditional learning {uliim-i aqti wa naqlT). He was a profound teacher (mudarris) 
and thinker (mutajjir)}'^ He did not like to live in the company of worldly men.^ *^  
Badaoni calls him greatest of the learned men of the age. Abul Fazl placed him 
among the highest men of learning. 
The province of Gujarat has produced the poets of good repute. Malik 
Muhammad Piyaru Gujarati was very famous poet and had much experience of 
contemplation and absorption in God with spiritual perfection in the matter of 
devotion (sulah), piety (taqwa) to God. Miyan Khub Muhammad Chishti was a 
sQJi poet and composed ''Khubtarang' and 'Amwaj-i Khiibi'. In line of other 
'* Mmtakhab-ut Tawarikh, III, p. 43; Tabaqat-i Akbari, p. 393; Mirat {Supplt.), p. 69; Abdul 
Baqi, Ma'asir-i Rahimi, ed., Muhammad Hidayat Hussain, (Calcutta, 1924-31) III (I), pp. 17-
18 
^'^ Muntakhab-ut Tawarikh, III, p. 43 
^^  Ibid; Ma 'asir-i Rahimi, III (I), p. 18 
'^ Muntakhab-ut Tawarikh, III, p. 43 
^^Ain,l,p. 166 
^^  Tabaqat-i Akbari, p. 399; Muntakhab-ut Tawarikh, III, p. 140. His devotion to God can be seen 
in his beautiful composition of verse as quoted by the authors ofTabaqat and Muntakhab: 
"I have an ever veering heartwhich neverthless I call my Qiblanuma 
Withersoever I turn it, it still turns towards his eyebrow." 
^'^ Mirat (Supplt.), p. W3 
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Mughal aristocracy, the nobles of Gujarat showed their utmost interest in poetry 
and even they themselves composed verses of high standard. 
Abdur Rahim Khan-i Khana, subedar of Gujarat composed poems {nazm) 
and verses {sher) of high standard.^ ^ Khan-i Azam, subedar of Gujarat under 
Akbar, used to compose verses whenever he was free from administrative works,^ ^ 
^' Mirat, I, p. 166. The author records the verses composed by him: 
"Except to this extent that my heart too much desirous of it. I neither know ringles nor a snare. I 
know this much that whatever there is from head to foot in me is in captivity. Idea is a calamity 
to life, sleep an enemy of eyes. It is a midnight affliction. It is not love and bond. Fulfillment of 
love's claim is a favoure from friends. Otherwise a lover's mind is not content with anything. I 
swear by friendship that I know nothing except friendship. God knows it and he who is a lord to 
me. I am pleased with words of love of Rahim. That slightly they are similar to graceful 
manners of love." 
^^ Mirat, \, p. 210. The following quatrain (rubai) is a composition of Khan-i Azam: 
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Gujarati Hindus were also expert in composing poetry. Jahangir bestowed a title 
Brikh Ray (Bad Farush) along with a reward of rupees 1000 to a native poet 
Bunta Gujarati.^' No ceremonies among the Hindus could be performed without 
singing local songs composed by the local poets whether it was the ceremony of 
Oft 
child's births, marriages, funerals and the rainy season. Ras Mala composed by 
A. K. Forbes has been based on oral songs and different available Gujarati 
chronicles. 
There was a sect in Gujarat known as 'bards' displaying their poetical 
capabilities in composing heroic songs closely connected with the warrior caste, 
the Rajputs. In support of the authenticity and importance of the songs, the poet 
asserts in a couplet that: 
"As a large belly shows comfort to exist. 
As rivers show that brooks exist. 
As rain shows that heat has existed. 
So songs show that events have happened." '^ 
In spite of all the claims pronounced by the bards, the extent of 
exaggeration and fiction in the bardic poem has been confessed by the poet 
himself: 
"Those who are in lain of desire of self conceived persons are different. Those who are in the 
valley of love of afflicted persons are different. Those who seek, other than the pleasure of the 
beloved are different and the afflicted ones are different." 
^^  Tuzuk, p. 229 
'^ For details about their songs on above mentioned occasion sung and composed by them, see 
chapter: 'Rituals, Festivals and Community Life' 
Ras Mala, pp. 559-60 
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"Without fiction there will be want of flavour. 
But too much fiction is the house of sorrow. 
Fiction should be used in that degree, 
that salt is used to flavour flower."^ 
With the annexation, the province of Gujarat received a fillip in the field of 
historiography also. It produced historians like Shaikh Sikandar, the author of 
Mirat-i Sikandari, who was Gujarati by origin.^' Mir Abu Turab Wali, the author 
of Tarikh-i Gujarat, who was the Mir-i Haj (the leader of the pilgrims), and 
brought prophet's foot prints from Macca and was erected at Ahmadabad.^ ^ 
Nizamuddin Ahmad, a bakhshi wrote a well known work ""Tabaqat-i Akbari'P A 
pioneer work compiled by Ali Muhammad Khan, diwan ofSuba Gujarat, Mirat-i 
Ahmadi, in the eighteenth century deals with the detailed history of Gujarat. In the 
closing year of the Sultanate of Gujarat, Shaikh Mubarak, father of Abul Fazl and 
Faizi received education under the two celebrated scholars of Gujarat Abul Fazl 
Astarabadi and Abul Fazl Gazrani at Ahmadabad.^'' 
Among the physicians of Mughal Gujarat Hakim Ruhullah and Hakim Mir 
Muhammad Hashim have been very famous. Hakim Ruhullah was in the royal 
service of Akbar as his name listed among the physicians of Akbar by Abul Fazl 
in Ain-i AkbarT. It is clearly mentions that his predecessors {aba wa ajdad) were 
"* Ibid. p. 560 
'^ Tuzuk, p. 208 
^^  Burgess, Mohammadan Architecture, II, pp. 50-52; Mirat, I, p. 145 
^^ Tuzuk, ip.in 
Ain, 1, p. 163; Trnnizi, Some Aspects, p. xi 
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from Broach in Gujarat?^ It has been reported that Jahangir and Nur Jahan both 
were treated by him during their visit of Gujarat. The physician RuhuUah advised 
Jahangir that "as soon as you moderate your habit of taking wine (sharab) and 
opium {afyun), all these troubles will disappear".^^ 
Hakim Hashim, tutor of Aurangzeb, opened his own madrasd at 
Ahmadabad and used to impart knowledge. He was the student of Hakim Ali 
Gilani." He was appointed by Shah Jahan as head of the government hospital 
{darush shi/a) at Ahmadabad.^ ^ This hospital was especially built for the poor 
patients. Yunani physicians. Ayurvedic physicians (tabib-i Hindi) and surgeons 
(Jarrah) were appointed for the treatment and were paid daily allowance of 8 anas 
and some times 10 anas in addition to annual amount of rupees 2000 to spent on 
medicine (dawa) and food {ghiza) of the sicks (bimardn) and poors {muflTs) from 
the treasury (bait-ul mal). Another government hospital was at Surat. Apanvana 
in 1645 A.D. was issued for immediate appointment of the physicians (hakim) at 
Surat hospital. A daily allowance of two rupees for medicine (dawa) and mixture 
{ashndr) was allotted out of the revenues of the mint house (dar-ul zarb)*^ 
^^Ain, \, p. 167; Ma'asir-iRahimi, III (I), p. 43 
^^ Tuzuk, pp. 230^42^53 
37 Badshahnama, I (ii), pp. 345-46 
^"Ibid. 
^^Mirat {Supplt.),p- 186 
"" MS. Blochet, 482, BN. Ff. 174b-175a; Aurangzeb, Ruqqat-i Alamgiri, tr. Jamshed H. 
Bilimoria,(New Delhi, 1972), p. 124 
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Jahangir ordered for the establishment of hospitals at every towns and cities where 
physicians should be appointed for the sick and expenditure should be meted out 
of the Khalisa lands/' The author of Mirdt-i Ahmadi also records the order of 
Emperor Jahangir that administrators (hukkam) should built hospitals {darush-
shifa) in big cities and appoint physicians (hakim). A traveller (jnusafir) should be 
taken to hospital for free treatment/^ 
Mukarrab Khan was the famous surgeon of the time and he became the 
favourite of Jahangir on account of his talent in surgery. Kafi Khan, the author of 
Muntkhab-ul Lubab, records a conversation with the Brahman of Surat who 
claimed his profound knowledge in astrology (Ilam-i nqfum), medicine {tababat) 
and religion {shdstra).*^ 
However, both the Undni and Ayurvedic technique of treatment were 
prevalent in the Mughal Gujarat. Thus both the Hindu as well as the Muslim 
physicians was involved in this profession, Ovington, records that Brahmans were 
skilled physicians and made cure of diseases. Whenever any person of the English 
Factory became ill, the President directed him to visit the Indian physician or the 
*' Tuzuk, p. 4 
^^Mirat. I, p. 196 
*^ Hawkins, Early Travels, p. 63 
Khafi khan, Muntakhab-ul Lubab, ed. Maulvi kabiruddin Ahmad and Ghulam Qadir, (Calcutta, 
1868-74), II, p. 219 
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English surgeon according to his problem/^ John Fryer informs that in fever the 
Indian physicians prescribed the cooling effect to low down the temperature. He 
further explains that the Hindu physicians were unskilled in surgery and even the 
Muslim physicians who followed the Arab method thought it unlav^l to dissect 
human bodies. Even Pharmacy was not in a better condition."*^ Sometimes banias 
acted as a local doctor "who pretend to do great cures by amulets, philters and 
prayers" and when they failed in this trick, they left their patient on salvation of 
their own.'*^  
As for educational institutions, there were two types of schools one 
established by the State and others run by the rich individuals and the learned 
scholars privately.'** These educational institutions were called as 'maktab^ and 
^madrasa\ The maktab was a primary school, while a madrasa was a school or 
college of higher learning. Although there was no permanent department in tfie 
Mughal administrative system to look after the education, but the organization of 
education in Mughal India was markedly different. Monetary aids in form of gifts, 
stipends, and land grants were given to the centers of learning and learned 
scholars. A large number of maktab and madrasas were attached to the mosques 
and the hospices where the scholars used to impart education, like the madrasa 
''^  Ovington, p. 205 
"* John Fryer, p. 114 
47 
43 
Hamilton, l ,p. 151 
Mirat, I, p. 209; Mirat {Supplt.), pp. 69-70 
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and mosque of Shaikh Wajfliuddin, Hidayat Bakhsh, Shuj'at Khan, and the 
madrasa, mosque and hospital of Saif Khan etc*' 
The madrasa in tiie time of Wajihuddin was built by Sadiq Khan at the time 
of Jahangir at Khanpur locality' of Ahmadabad. A mosque and reservoir attached 
to it were later built by Shaikh Haidar, the grandson oi Maulana. Along with this 
madrasa there was a very big library.'" Shaikh Wajihuddin used to teach in this 
madrasa. On the basis of the daily allowance of one rupee and four ana, the daily 
livelihood of the students was arranged. The langarkhana, attached to the madrasa 
received its grants from Ahmad Shah's mausoleum.^' 
Saif Khan, a Diwan under Jahangir, built a madrasa, masjid and hospital at 
Ahmadabad. The madrasa was known as madrasa-i Saif Khan.'^ In 1677 AJD the 
Emperor Aurangzeb assigned an amount of rupees 1,580 for the repair work of the 
madrasa, masjid, bath (hammam) and hospital. 
The madrasa of Hidayat Bakhsh (lit. imparting guidance) was built by 
Shaikh Akramuddin, the sadr of Ahmadabad in 1691 A.D. at Ahmadabad in 
respect of Maulana Shaikh Nuruddin. The students, in large number, used to 
^^ Mirat, I, pp. 209,363; Mirat [Supplt.), p. 70; Burgess, Mohammadan Architecture, II, pp. 62-
63 
^ Mirat {Supplt), p. 70; Islamic Culture, XIX, 1945, p. 342 
N. N. Law, Promotion of Learning in India during Mohammadan Rule, (New Delhi, 1973), p. 
163 notes; Mirat {Supplt), p. 70 
^^Mirat, \, p. 209 
" Ibid., p. 309 
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attend the seminar of Shaikh Nuruddin. In return the students were provided free 
boarding and lodging. The madrasa Hidayat Bakhsh with an attached mosque was 
built at the cost of rupees 1, 24,000.^ At the request of Akramuddin, Aurangzeb 
gave two villages, Metha in pargana Kadi and Ranasan in Pattan, although the 
additional stipend of rupees two daily from Ahmadshah's langarkhana for the 
maintenance of the teachers {mudarris) and students (tolba). It appears that 
generally langarkhana has been attached to madrasa for the benefit of the poor 
students, in a pattern of Khanqah. Third village Lasundhara in pargana Savli has 
granted as a gift for organizing the annual function of Milad-i Sharif (the 
Prophet's birthday).^^ Thus, learning received the State patronages in the Mughal 
Gujarat especially during the reign of Aurangzeb. 
Another madrasa was built by Shuj'at Khan, subedar of Ahmadabad, in 
1697 A.D which became a centre of knowledge seekers.^ For the construction of 
this madrasa the material collected from the different parts of the province, thus 
200 carts of marbles were brought from Pattan to Ahmadabad.^ ^ 
Besides these famous madrasas, the other madrasds were constructed by 
the different sects in the Mughal Gujarat. Sham-i Burhani Madrasa at Ahmadabad 
^* Mirat (Supplt.), p. 58; Mirat, I, p. 363; Burgess, Mohammadan Architecture, II, p. 63; Islamic 
CM//M/'^,XIX, 1945,p. 343 
^^Mirat (Supplt.), p. 58; Mirat, I, p. 363 
Burgess, Mohammadan Architecture, II, p. 61; Commissariat, History of Gujarat, II, p. 196 
' ' 'M/ra/,I,p.246 
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also known as 'langar-i do- azda imam' was established by Burhan Nizam Shah I 
at the time of independent Sultans for Shia learning. Scholars from Iraq, Arabia 
and Persia were brought as mudarrris. This madrasa was existed during the time 
of Akbar.^ * One madrasa attached to a mosque of Nahrwala Pattan was 
constructed in 1681 A.D. A chronogram found on the attached mosque 
corresponds the date of its construction 1092 A.H.^ ^ There were several other 
madrasas constructed by the different community of Gujarat such as the Dai's 
Madrasa of Bohra community and madrasa of Shaikh Ahmad Ibrahim at Kutiana 
in Kathiawad founded in 1688 A. D.(1099 A.H). '^' A renowned physician Hakim 
Hashim built a madrasa at Ahmadabad. Saif Khan established a madrasa attached 
to the hospital.^' Probably the madrasas attached to the hospitals were the medical 
colleges. 
The reign of Aurangzeb was distinguished for the promotion of learning 
through State patronage. A royal order issued to all the subas of the Empire to 
'* Islamic Culture, XIX, 1945, p. 341; K. L. Ray, Education in Medieval India, (New Delhi, 
1984), pp. 41,118 
^^ Islamic Culture, XIX, (1945), p. 343; Chronogram thus read: 
^ t * 
^° A. Cunningham, Archaeological Survey Report, (New Delhi, 1969), Vol. XX, pp. 76-77; N. N. 
Law, op. cit., p. 189; K. L. Ray, op. cit., p. 118; Islamic Culture, XIX, (1945), p. 343 
*' Badshahnama, I (ii), pp. 345-46; Mirat, I, p. 209 
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appoint learned teacher (mudarris). As a result three teachers in Ahmadabad, 
Pattan and Surat were appointed to educate the forty five students alone in the 
sarkar of Ahmadabad. It was further ordered that students fi-om lowest to highest 
class and communities should be given the stipends from the state treasury by the 
order of the sadr after the verifications of the teachers.^ ^ In 1671-72 A.D. another 
order was issued to make out the expenditure of the stipends from the public 
treasury {khazana-i Antra) and land customs {mahsul-i saer). Thus it was 
enhanced to three dams from the earlier amount of two dams^^ The State supports 
were extended to the mosques, madarsas, teachers, poets, physicians and to the 
hospitals in form of land grants as well as in cash money.^ Aurangzeb mtroduced 
free and compulsory educations to coup with the fundamental rights of the 
subjects. Although he was not succeeded to enforce the system throughout his 
empire but as an experiment he enforced it in Gujarat among the Bohra 
community. Teachers were appointed to teach them the tenets of Sunnism with the 
system of monthly examination {imtehari) and the result of these examinations 
were communicated to the Emperor for his personal assessment of the educational 
improvement.^^esides these, there are examples of patronages given to the 
students, madrasas and the hospital of Ahmadabad and Surat from the langar 
" Ibid., p. 272; Ashfaq Ahmad, System of Education in Medieval India, 1526-1761, (New Delhi, 
1987), p. 51 
"M/m/ , l ,p .293 
" Ibid., p. 363; Tuzuk, pp. 4,229; Trnnizi, Some Aspects, p. 99; Mirat (Supplt.), pp. 57-58 
^ Mirat ,\, p. 378; Ashfaq Ahmad, op. cit., p. 16 
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grants of Sultan Ahmad's mausoleum and allotted funds from the treasury and 
mint.^ Not only the hospitals but physicians also received the grants from the 
state. Hakim Ruhullah was given money and land grants and was weighed in silver 
coins by Jahangir. Under the patronage of Khan-i Khana he received much more.^ ^ 
As far as the curriculums prevalent in the schools are concerned, it was 
based on both science and tradition. Abul Fazl records the general curriculum 
followed in the schools run by the State: 
"Every boy should read books on morals (akhlaq), arithmetic (hisab), mensuration 
(masahat), geometry (handsah), astronomy (najum), physiognomy (ramal), household 
matters {tabdar-i manzit), the rules of the government (siyasat-i madan) medicine (tibb), 
logic {mantiq), physical sciences [ilm-i tab 'f), sciences and spiritual sciences (ilm-i ilahi) 
as well as history (tarikh). In studying Sanskrit, students ought to learn the grammar 
(vyakaran), Vedanta {niyazi vedanta) and yoga (patanjal)".^ 
The overall picture shows that the emphasis was given to all the known 
branches of sciences. Li Mughal Gujarat the scholars were well versed in various 
branches of knowledge. The education of Metaphysics {uliim-i naqlia), 
mathematics (riyazi), hadith, qirdt, fiqah in usul was imparted.^' However, the 
curriculum was based on both the theoretical and traditional knowledge. 
Akbar ordered to regulate the rules for acquiring primary education in the 
Mughal Empire and thus explained that the teachers should look after with 
** Mirat (Supplt.), p. 70,186;M S. Blochet, p. 482; B. N. ff. 174b-175a 
" Tuzuk, pp. 230,242,253; Ma 'asir-i Rahimi, III (i), pp. 43-44 
**i/«,I,p. 143 
Ma'asir-ul Umara, 1, p. 236; Mirat (Supplt.), p. 102 
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sincerity the five things: knowledge of the letters (huruf), word, (aljaz), the 
hemistich (misrd), the verse (bait), and the earlier lessons (peshtan khanda).^^ 
As far as the education of women is concerned it was not so common. John 
Fryer wrote at one place that the girls make small account in the field of education, 
they being instructed within the house only the method of prayer.^' Imperial 
women like Gulbadan Bano Begum were well educated, while her husband Khizr 
Khwaja Khan was illiterate and could not read any letter written by her.^ ^ But the 
number of such educated women was few and Gujarat was no exception to it. 
The condition of Hindus in regards to education was not as good as of the 
Muslims. The youths were receiving education from their parents and sometimes 
from the teachers who teaches the letters or ciphers on the ground by writing on 
the dust with their fingers. This was their primary education and after that they 
were allowed to write on plastered board like slates. When they started writing on 
paper, they were presumed to be a teacher.^ ^ According to Surendra GopaJ, the 
existing system of education was not suited to the growth of bourgeoisie in 
Gujarat. They had only limited knowledge of reading, writing and of arithmetic's 
which was necessary for business accounts and correspondence. The secular 
content in education was negligible, thus was based on ethics, religion and 
™im,I,p. 143 
"John Fryer, p. 94 
'^  Gulbadan Begum, Humayun Nama, ed., A.S. Beveridge, (Tashkant, 1959), p. 80 
" John Fryer, p. 112 
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philosophy. As a result, the merchant community remained ignorant about the 
mysteries of higher education/'' According to Travemier the banids stressed their 
children to taught arithmetic and made them expert in calculation without using 
pen. It was further supplemented by Ovington that they were more expert and 
quicker in calculation through memory than the readiest arithmetician who 
calculated with the pen. Even the Muslim craftsmen were not imparting 
education in science. Generally the Muslim traders and craftsmen were the neo-
convert from the low caste of the society, thus it seems that because of their low 
caste background either they were denied to access to the education or they 
intentionally avoided it. They were comfortable in following the old practices on 
the basis of experiences thus were unable to add anything new.^ ^ 
The Hindu girls used to get education at home by their mother as a teacher 
from whom they learnt moral and religious education by means of religious songs. 
In view of Majumdar the Hindu girls "leamt bargaining and purchasing at home in 
course of daily transactions with the hawkers. They picked up minor arithmetical 
calculation in checking home accounts. They leamt social etiquette by attending social 
gatherings, marriages, festivals etc. The joint family system taught them obedience to 
elders, consideration for their equals and service for all from the highest to the lowest. 
Daily doles of coins and rice to poor and the needy taught them to be charitable. 
''* S. Gopal, Commerce and Craft, p. 243 
" Travemier, II, p. 144; Ovington, p. 166 
*^ S. Gopal, 'Social Setup of Science and Technology in Mughal India', IJHS, 1969, Vol. 4, 
pp.44-45; Gopal, Commerce and Crafts, p. 243 
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However, the virtues of hospitability and graciousness were developed in honouring 
guest invited and uninvited." 
After the annexation of Gujarat, Persian became an important language. In 
the beginning, the Hindus received less appointment in State office since they did 
not know Persian, the court language. But in course of time they became well 
versed in Persian and acquired the position. Maktab and Madrasa which were only 
for the Muslims, now frequented by both the Hindus and the Muslims to leam 
Persian and became expert in it. However, the daily cash book and custom house 
books at Surat were written both in Persian and Gujarati.^ ^Z. A. Desai, on the basis 
of malfiizt of the sufis of Gujarat, opines that generally the Arabic and Persian 
were understood and fluently spoken by the well educated people of Gujarat. 
However, Persian were more widely understood and spoken the general people. 
The masses, including the trading class, seem to have conversed in their local 
dialects of respective regions may be designated as Hindi or Hindawi'' 
Conclusively, the Gujarat emerged as a centre of cultural activities. It was 
because of the incorporation of Gujarat by the Mughals that its commercial 
contacts with the people of the outer world like Arabs, Persians, Turks and 
^^  Majumdar, op, cit., p. 352 
''^EFl, /<5iO-JJ, pp. 101,154 
^' Desai, Malfuzat, pp.61 -62 
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Abyssinians was established. However, 'hetrodoxy' became a characteristic 
feature of the people of Gujarat.**^  
Tirmizi, Some Aspects, p. x 
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VII CONCLUSION 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
The Mughal culture in Gujarat was inclusive and composite in nature. This 
was because the place was host to a large number of heterogeneous communities, 
who brought to Gujarat their own norms, values and ritual practices. The people in 
Gujarat were divided into many sects such as Hindus, Jains, Muslims, Zoroastrians 
and immigrant communities but each of them contributed a valuable share in the 
formation of the rich culture of Gujarat. Because of the presence of heterogeneous 
communities, the Gujaratis naturally learned tolerance, and respect for each 
other's belief systems. More significantly, they learned to appreciate differences. 
Several practices of the Muslim aristocracy were adopted by the Hindus of 
Gujarat. The practice of visiting (Ziyarai), the mazars of Muslim saints with 
suitable offerings was a Muslim practice that was followed by the Hindus. On the 
other hand certain practices of the Hindus were adopted by the Muslims, such as 
food habits, language etc. 
They was a huge diversity in Gujarat when it came to celebrations during 
festivals. There were certain shared festivals which were celebrated by both the 
Hindus and Muslims such as Holi, Diwali, and Eld. 
As for the aristocratic culture, it was very rich and was marked by the 
steady assimilation of different cultures. Given their high living standard they led 
a lavish life without any interference. They were directly accountable to the 
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Emperor, and gave away, and received titles, tributes, gifts, nazrana, peshkash and 
charity which was necessary for the political domination. They constructed a large 
number of religious and secular buildings to win the support of the people. Not 
only did the nobles received the titles and gifts, but powerfiil merchants were also 
receiving like Abdul Hai, the son of MuUa Abdul Ghafiir received the title of 
Umdat-ul Tujj'ar and Shantidas Jawahari received elephant and robe of honour, 
lands and money. 
Sources show that in the rich cultural heritage of Gujarat based on merchant 
values and belief, there was a share of the lower classes as well, in particular, the 
artisans, menial classes and other marginal groups- beggars and criminals. They 
were following their own traditional way of living. The evidence from local 
documents suggests that the State did seek to control them, but these efforts never 
quite successfiil. 
Although the literary and cultural activities were prevalent in Gujarat from 
the ancient time but the annexation of Gujarat by the Mughals and its commercial 
relation with the outer world give a fresh impetus to literary customs specially 
under the governorship of Abdul Rahim Khan-i Khanan, since he was himself a 
great patron of learning. A large number of learned divines, sages, men of 
righteous, teachers, poets and physicians came from various places and settled 
here and were given stipends and pafronages. The nobles as well as the ordinary 
subjects were interested in composing poetry. Mughal chronicles show the 
prevalence of both the Unani and Ayurvedic medicines in Mughal Gujarat. The 
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extent of the spread of education at that time could be seen through he well 
organized madrasas at the urban centres and its fimding system. Besides the 
religious education, the secular education was also given, as the evidences refer 
that the scholars were well versed in various branches of knowledge like 
metaphysics and mathematics. Generally the banias had working knowledge of 
reading, writing and of arithmetic, necessary for business accounts. After the 
conquest of Gujarat Persian became an important language as it was the court and 
official language. A large number of Hindus learned Persian as they were in the 
administrative services. Daily accounts (khatas) of the merchants were written 
both in Persian and Gujarati. The Gujarati language was Persianised with the 
inclusion of several Persian words into Gujarati vocabulary under the influence of 
the Mughals. 
Actually, the culture of Gujarat was dominated by the bania merchants as 
they were the most numerous groups in Gujarat. Their corporate organization, the 
Mahajans was very powerftil with the nagarsheth as its head. Although they 
existed in Gujarat from very long time but after the annexation by the Mughals, 
they became more prominent, serving as the formal link between the city and the 
state. Their political integration to the state is evident by the position they held, 
and the titles and gifts they received after the coming of the Mughals the 
merchants of Gujarat became more powerful. The most significant weapon to 
show their power was strike headed by its corporate organizations. Thus the 
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Mahajans represented themselves sometimes by co-operating and sometime by 
confronting with the state. 
Despite the evidence of cordial relations in Gujarat, the class conflict could 
not be ignored either we have example of religious conflicts like as on the 
occasion of Holi when colour was thrown on Muslims mob, and a riot was ensued. 
The same thing happened during the festival of Eid-ul Azhd, a cow was 
slaughtered by the Bohras. It is clear that these disputes arose because of the 
growing influence of the merchants in the imperial sovereignty. 
To conclude, the socio-cultural life in Gujarat was marked by immense 
variety, inclusiveness and tolerance. Conflicts did take place, but they accured and 
were resolved within a shared framework of norms and values. Merchant 
communities dominated the cultural ethos, but there were aristocratic 
communities, as well claiming to be leading the changes in culture and society. 
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